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AN INIRODUCTION TO CROSS-REFERENCE

0. Introduction. The subject of cross-reference has in

recent years become the focus of much linguistic discussion.

NonetheLess, accounts of cross-reference differ, often

markedJ.y, in the sense accorded to-its central terms --
among them, "referential-", "referent", and "coreference".

This divergence can be attributed in part to differences in

the assumpt,ions and aims of the particular studies and of

the theoretical approach to which they defer. The present

chapter provides an extended preface to a definition of

cross-referential relation. For the moment, it may be

loosely rendered as:

(CR) In a given text, an occurrence of a phrES€, d1 r

cross-refers to an occurrence of a phrase, ct, with-
respect to a rule of paraphrase or conseguen3e R if
and only if apptication of R to the text with replace-
ment of at by cr yields a paraphrase or consequence of
the origfrlal te*t.

Proceeding from an intuitive recognition of cross-references

in various sentences and texts, the opening sections (sec-

tions 1-4) develop some general principles and concepts

incorporated in the definition, €.9., replacement, rules of

paraphrase and conseguence. These lead in a step-by-step

fashion to the explicit definition Presented in section 5.4.

In the course of working out this definition I attempt to

make explicit the bearing of certain theoretical assumptions,

€.g., in respect to the concept of sentence' upon various
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expllcations of cross-reference anil introduce sone dlstlnc-

tions which should prove useful in evaluating both the

present and other approaches to this subject.

The succeeding sections (sections 6-fI) attend to a

variety of topics pertinent to any examination of cross-

reference. These incLude such matters as agreement (sec-

tion 6) and the distinction between anaPhora and epiphora

(section 7).

The definition of referential relation given here is

intended to account for -- in a unified manner -- the variety

of intuitively recognized relations of cross-reference, as

when it is said that on one reading of:

(1) Susan discovered that she had misplaced a

notebook.

she ref ers back, i.. e. , is anaphorS-c,

l2l Yugoslavia jailed several
is an outrage.

to Susan, and that in:

dissidents. This

this cross-refers to the preceding fragment. The occur-

rences of she and this (in (1) and (21 , respectively) will

be called "referentials" and the phrases to which they refer

"referends". Use of the latter term signals a departure here

from the now more frequently employed "referent". The

reasons for this departure are addressed in detail in sec-

tion 3.

Some

(3)

other referential relations are exhibited below:

Ararat is located in eastern Turkey. Irve
nevEr SCEN THE MOUNTAIN.

Sid, }{HO loves a good time, can never be
6Tnd at home.

(4)
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(5) Fred doesn't expect that

countrv is beinq planned,

(6) IT must be adnitted that
inq sub'iect.

though .rudIEh- tEFks SO.

qlvcolvsis is an interest-

(71 Amphibians appear in the fossil- record before
birds DO,

rn examples (3)-(7) the referentiar phrase is indicated in
capitals and its referend by underLining {a convention

adopted for many of the examples here). In (3) the referen-

tial phrase consists of the definite articre, used anaphor-

icarry, together with a cLassifier of the referend -- mountain.

Reference to Sid in (4) is made by means of the relative pro-

noun (specifically -o of who). (5) and (5) involve cross-

references to sentential complements; it in (6) is epiphoric,

i.e., refers forward, to its referend. DO in t7l is referen-

tial to the preceding verb along with its complement. The

adequacy of the proposed definition in accounting for these

and other cross-references is tested by an analysis of cross-

reference in a research article (noted berow as "rnfluenzal")
of cellular immunology (chapters 4 and 5).

1. Sentencehood; Ambiquitv. A distinction often appealed

to in discussions of cross-reference is one between sentence

and discourse (or: text). Thus, some studies note that
cross-reference is to be considered only within the bounds

of a sentence. In precise investigations, however, an often

tacit reliance on acceptability judgments must yield to some

specification of sentencehood. Judqments of acceptabitity

are not always secure and not all concepts of sentence

an invasion of some
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demarcate the same set of utterances (section l.l).
Assessj.ng possibilities of cross-reference is freguentl.y

a matter of delicate judgments. These assessments could

be made more accurate (and, likely, more reLiabl.e) with

the assistance of some further distinctions (section L.21.

1-.l- Concepts of tSentence I and Refe.Ient,ials. There are

several concepts of sentence which are of possible interest
here. Two of these are essentially linguistic in prove-

nience. one refers to particul-ar combinationar regularities
of word occurrences and identifies, to a first approximation,

sentence boundaries as those recurrent points in an effec-

tive stochastic process describing word sequences of a dis-

course. Inasmuch as (a) the procedure is stated on word-

class seguences, i.e., in terms of nouns, verbs, etc., and

(b) pro-forms (such as the pronoun he) are not distinguish-

able at the level of word-class (cf. section 2.I1, the

procedure will recognize seguences describing utterances

which contain proforms as sentences, €.g., She is a persis-

tent advocate of reform.l

Hoenigswald (1950:I fn. 1) presents another concept of

sentence in the following passage:

"Sentence" in many languages is a convenient name
for a stretch such that its intonation occurs over
discourses as well and also such that it cannot be
cut without residue into smaller stretches of which
the same is true. In other words, sentences are
the segments marked by minimum free intonations.

Intonation and other "prosodic" features play an important,

albeit 1itt1e examined, role in the patterns of cross-reference
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in English.- For example, Harris has suggested that in
carefuL speech an utterance (such as (8) below) containing

an epiphoric referential is 'readr not with a character-

istic sentence-fina1 drop in tone (after piano in (g) ),
but with a level ("colon") intonations

(8) TWO SONATAS represent the sum of prokofiev's
writing for violin and piano. The F Minor
Sonata was assigned an earLier opus tnrjffier

though il, was the
second to be completed.

Generative grammars, such as that outlined in
Svntactic Structures, ain at providing an inductive defini-
tion of sentencehood for a given language. Within this
framework a variety of positions have been adopted as to

the status of utterances containing, e.g., pronouns (Wasow

it979 presents a survey of these).3

Other concepts of sentence devolve from work in seman-

tics. One, stemming frorn Stoic \ogic,4 is akin to that of

Frege (1955) and identifies a sentence as a fragment of an

utterance to which truth or falsity is assigned.5 In this
sense a fragment such as He- purchased it from her is not a

sentence, except with respect to a resolution of the pro-

nouns he, it, and her. Frege would consider the fragnent

a function, and thus runsaturatedr {ungesdttigt), rather

than a sentence. The fragment is akin to what is termed

an ropen sentencer or 'sentential function (matrix)' in
various systems of logic. Among the sentences of a lan-

guage one might include such "open" and "closed" sentences
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(Alfred purchased a book from Edith might be regarded as

an instance of the Latter). This distinction -- between

open and closed sentenc€s -- , however, presumes that
occurrences of referentials are identifiable independentry

of their referends, which is guestionable (cf. sections 2.1

and 10.2).

A sentence can also be considered a phrase that is a

conseguence of some set: the set may consist only of that
6phrase.' The fragment above -- He purchased it from her --

is, in this sense a sentence: it is a consequence of, €.9.,
It was purchased bv him fron her, or of It r.ras from her that

he purchased it.
Generally, a text, taken as a string of sentences (in

any of the senses above), has a wider field of conseguences

than those sentences taken as an unordered set, i.e., "con-

sidered separately". From example (21 above, it follows

that Yugoslavia'a jailing of several dissidents iss an outraqe. ,

whereas this sentence does not follow from the unordered set

{this is an outraqe. , Yugoslavia jailed several dissidents.}
u-l

In respect to all of the definitions given, a guestion

arises as to the status of utterances in moods other than

the indicative -- for instance, interrogative, optative, and

vocative moods. A strategy common to a number of grammatical

analyses is to reduce these other forms to the indicative.

The definition of referential relation presented above (and

more ful1y in section 5.4) is formulated in terms of rules

of paraphrase and consequence. Since an interrogative, for
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instance, is not an acceptabLe argument of the conseguence

relation, the definition wilL either apply only in respect

to ruLes of paraphrase or in respect to the interrogative
as first transformed into an indicative nood.7

In the anal_ysis presented in chapter 4, the text is
givenr as are its sentences. However, for purposes of the

definition of referentiaL relation, a text is taken as a

concatenation of sentences and a sentence is regarded as

any utterance that is a conseguence. one would expect --
in respect to the linguistic definitions provided -- a

convergence in the set of utterances defined as sentences,

ort rather, a convergence with explicable residual cases,

although none is so welr deveroped as to permit an assess-

ment. The definition of section 5.4 would then be indif-
ferent to the particular notion of sentencehood adopted.

r.2 Ambiquitv. To accurately and reliably assess possib-

ilities of cross-reference, either in a text or a sentence,

requires some further distinctions. Let us carr ra textlet
in respect to a given referential I a text for which the

cross-reference can be resolved.S In the reading of
(1) susan discovered that she had misplaced a notebook. in
which she is referential to Susan, (1) is a texttet in res-

pect to she. If she cross-refers to some occurrence of a

phrase in a preceding (or, ?sr @.g., a literary device, in

a following text) text, it is not. One should distinguish
(1) considered as a sentence in abstraction from the environ-

ment of a text and (r) as a single-serrtence discourse: as a
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single-sentence discourse onl.y the former ieading (she

cross-referrLng to susan) is availabl.e. Mention of dif-
ferent readings for (1) points to its ambiguity.g The

status of sentences or texts as ambiguous differs from the

vantage point of the speaker and hearer: general-Ly (l) is
not anbiguous in respect to the speak.r.lO rn the present

work the perspective is of the text or sentence as under-

stood.

Readings of neighboring sentences will serve to dis-
ambiguage a sentence which in isolation is ambiguor".ll
lf (1) is preceded by the senrence Sallv is forqetful.,
the referend of she is g4Ly; indeed, the augmented text
with she referential to Susan borders on incoherence.

Again, consider (9) and (10):

(9) Otto is buying a car. It is red.
-b (10) Karen drank a light brown ale. The brown

was rather dark.

Neither of these texts is ambiguous -- the second sentence

of (9) would be considered ambiguous if isolated from the

environing sentence; both of the sentences in (10) would

be ambiguous considered apart frorn their neighbor.

Particular readings of sentences with referentials

may be distinguished as "preferred". In {1I) His mother

despises Lionel., the preferred reading (or: readings) is

one in which his does not cross-refer to Lionel (here (11)

is taken as a sentence in isolation). preceded by Lionel

is certainly obnoxious enouqh, but who could hate him?,

the preferred reading now has his cross-referring to an
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occurrence of Lionel (there nay be some indecision as to

which occurrence is the referend) . ,,preferred" readlngs of
an ambiguous sentence containing a referentiaL phrase might

be considered those readings which do not reguire a support-

ing text. However, the notion of a Inormal.t context pre-

sumed here reguires further amplification and empiricaL con-

trors. rt may prove possible to explicate this notion onry

with reference to sentences which are tacitLy assumed in a

variety of texts (cf . section 2.q.12
To sumrnarize, examination of cross-reference would be

clarified if the concept of sentence employed were specified.

Similarly, it appears important to distinguish between read-

ings of a sentence (a) in abstraction from a text, (b) as a

discourse, and (c) which are preferred. Notions of obligatory,

optional, or excluded cross-reference (such as are discussed

in Reinhart 1983) are relative to assumptions made in reqard

to these concepts.

2. Referentials and Referends as Occurrences of Phrases.

Definition (CR) incorporates a principle which can be stated

as follows:

(0c) A referential is an occurrence of a phrase
in a text and its referend is an occurrence
of phrase in the same text.

In this section, and in part of the next, this principle is
examined in some detail. (0c) is intended to include referen-

tials which do not occur overtly in a text (section 2.2't.

Si-milar1y, referends may also occur tacitly (section 2.3).
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Consideration of this Latter point wil.l. lead to an important

revision in definition (CR).

2.I Occurrences. In principle (0c) a phrase is a string to
which some assignment of grammatical. structure is made. For

exanple, in the sentence Irene ordered her supper., frene

and supper are assigned the grarunatical category of noun,

order is a verb with -ed the tense-person suffix, and her

is the possessive determiner of the nominaL phrase her supper

which can be analyzed as she together with a possessive suffix

-s. "An occurrence of a phrase in a text" is not to be con-

fused with a token; neither a sentence nor a text is a token.l3

Certain phrases are referential only in some of their

occurrences:

(Ia) Alberti distinguishes sculptinq and modelinq.
BOTH are irnportant in fashioning a piece of
sculpture.

(lb) Both sculpting and modeling are important in
fashioning a piece of sculpture.

(2al TWO RADIOACTIVE ELEMENTS can be used to date
rocks: potassium and argon.

(2bl Rocks can be dated by two radioactive elements.

In (la) both occurs as a referential whereas in (1b) it does

not. Similarly, two radioactive elements is epiphoric in

l2al in contrast with its occurrence in (2b). The same remark

obviously holds for referends: pgassium and argon occurs as

a referend in (2al though not in , €.g. t the text Potassium and

arqon- are used to date rocks.

One question which arises in respect to (Oc) is whether

an occurrence of a phrase in a text can be identified as a
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referent.ial independentJ.y of the establishment of its
referend. The guestion is of some import. Much interest
attaches to the possibility of devising some procedure

which could recognize referential phrases and then detirnit
their referends. Again, specification of sentences as

t'open", i,e., containing an unresolved occurrence of a

referential, presumes that referentiars are independently

identifiable.
A positive response might be expected for "pro-forms,',

€.9., he, she, him, it, so, which, it is often assumed, are

referential in each of their occurrences. However, this
depends on how these words are specified. As Harris
(1957:409) notes, pro-forms (pro-morphemes) are not specifi-
able in class structural terms, i.e.rat the level of Noun,

etc. In the characLerization subsequently given, pro-morphemes

are defined as such in respect to occurrences of their refe-

rends:

There exist morphemes whose X-co-occurrents (for
each class X in constructional relation to them),
in each sentence, egual the X-co-occurrents of a
morpheme (of class Y) occupying a stated position
{or one of several stated positions), relative to
them, in the same sentence (or sequence of sentences),
and whose total X-co-occurrents in all the appearanees
of these rnorphemes equal the sum of the X-co-
occurrents of all the members of the class Y (which
occupies the stated position relative to them). Sr:ch
morphemes will be called pro-morphemes of the class Y,
or pro-Y. (Ibi-d.409)

Of course, these pro-morphemes can be simply enumerated.

Sti11, contra the assumption above, not all pro-morphemes

are referentials in all of their occurrences. Por instance,
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muy not occur referentially in certain discussions of

a deity nor is it referentiaL in the admittedly archaic --
The poorest he has a riqht to Live as the qreatest he,

(from a declamation of a Leveller). A story may speak

throughout its course of a certain he -- aLthough it may

be argued that he then has the force of a proper name

(cf. below). In Itrs raininq, it is guestionably a refer-
ential.14 The referential status of it may likewise be

doubted for quasi-idiomatic phrases such as live it up,

lauqh it up. The situation with wh- forms (who, which,

where, etc.) is complicated; a review is presented in

section 8.

Admittedly, these cases appear exceptional and it

may be possible to demarcate a particu3.ar group of con-

structions in which these forms do not occur as referen-

tia1s. Stil1, not al-1 referential occurrences of phrases

involve pro-morphemes. (3) The salesman is aqqressive

is ambiguous between readings in which the salesman is

anaphoric and a 'gienericr reading. The epiphoric refer-

ential in (4) cannot be identified as such independently

of the occurrence of its refet.nd.15

(4) A THEORY caused much consternation
a.t a recent meeting of the oceanographic
society. Researchers reported that tidal
waves lre initiated bv rlpid movemenG-6E

Further questions concern the status of proper

Several positions are available. It might be held

no occurrences of proper names are referential (in

names.

that

the
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sense stated in definition (Cn1 I or that only non-inftial.
occurrences are. Adoption of the latter position pre-

sumes recognition of the (initiaj.ly occurring) referend

for identification of the referentiar. Another point of
view woul-d assimilate aLl proper names to referentials.
This position, which has been forwarded by Hii, would

presumabry either reduce proper nanes to descriptions
(here, following Frege) 16 which in turn are construed as

referentials or would simply take occurrences of proper

names themserves as referentials. rnitiar occurrences

of proper nanes, reduced to descriptions or not, could be

considered as referential to a tacit sentence assurned as

known (cf . sectj-on 2.41 . In this work, f do not consider

proper names as referentials. However, it may be noted

that in the research article described here (chapter 4),
proper names are typically accompanied by citation num-

erals which are epiphoric referentials to articles given

in the bibliography. The citation might be said to b:e

equivalent to a description of the author.

Given this survey, the general ansvrer to the guestion

whether referentials are identifiable independently of

Lheir referend is negative. For certain isolable groups

of phrases, e.9., pro-forms, independent identification
of referentiars may prove possible, granted some criteria
excluding particular constructions. In other cases , e.q.,
proper names, there are guestions which must be settled
before an answer can be given. It might be possible to
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provide a procedure permitting identificatl.on of phrases

which are "possibly referential-" (indeed, such identifica-
tion is presumed in noting the ambiguity in (3) abovel.

Ehis ansvirer suggests that there is no a priori way of de-

limiting the notion of "open sentencer,. Further, it sug-

gests that a procedure for resolution of cross-references

will require a pre-edited text marking occurrences of
phrases which are referential.

2.2 Zero-Referentials. Principle (0c) covers phrases

which occur as referentials in a text only tacitJ.y; fol1ow-

ing Hii (1969), such occurrences are caLled tzero (or:

tacit) referentials'. Consider the followinq texts:

(s)

{5}

(71

(8)

Soldiers camped by a lake. Most/many/few
htere exhausted.

An experiment $ras run on February 8th.
ResuLts were obtained 2 days Later.

Hanrs letter was mailed Mondav. Franzrs
response is expected soon

The arbitrators forwarded two positions.
There is reason to expect a compromise,

A baby was found on Janrs doorstep,
Noone knows who the parents are.

You discussed Churchrs thesis in cl-ass
today. 9Jhatrs Kreisel's opinion?

(e)

(10 )

In (5), one can 'readr after most, many, etc. a phrase of

them, where them is referential to soldiers. The quanti-

fier here is calLed an rintroducer' of the referential

phrase. Texts (5)-(I0) all involve relational nouns serv-

ing as introducers: (5) results (frorn it) , l7l response
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(to i!), (8) compromise (between them), (9) parents

(gf ttl, (10) opinion (about it).17 Some of these noung

are nominalizations of a verb, e.!.1 resultg. fn sone

occurrences then, the subject and various compl.enents of
a nominal.ized verb (or: adjective) can be established

as zero-referentials. In text (6), another introducer,

the comparative l-ater, occurs (later than this).
Quantifiers, comparatives, relational nouns, and

various adverbs can occur as introducers of referentiaL

phrases. The referential phrases are commonLy preceded

by a grannatically specifiable preposition appropriate to

the introducer, although both the referential and the

preposition may admit of variant forms, €.g., later than

this/that in (5), opinion on/reqarding/concerninq it in
(10).

Zero-referentials may also be taken to comprise parti-
cular occurrences of conjunctional words, €.g., thus, how-

.t"r.18 For instance, in (11), however is analyable as

in spite of this:
(11) The experiment lras run with strict con-

trols. However, satisfactory results
hrere not f orthcoming.

Zero-referentials also invite comparison with the

various zeroing operations in an operator grammar (GEMP,

chapter 3.4-5 and chapber 2.2L beIow). For example, it
has been suggested Lhat the recluction of , e.9., (12a) to

(I2c), instances of repetitional zeroLng, is analyzabLe

with respect to the tacit referentials it and does in (12b)
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(12a) New york State contains more townships

tllan New york State contains cities.-
(12b) New york State contains more townships

than it does cities.
(L2cl New York State contains more townships

than cities.
such an extension of zero-referentials (akin to what has

been called 'null anaphora') is not, examined in the pre-

sent study; some considerations favoring this extension

are presented in section 3.3 (see also chapter 3, sec-

tion 3, and chapter 5, section 2, for further discussion

of tacit referentials).

2.3 Referends. As stated in (0c), a referend is an

occurrence of a phrase in a text. some texts involve a

"chain" of referential relationships -- in (I3), her

cross-refers to his mother and his is, in turn, referen-
tial to Phil:

(13) Phil thought his mother didn't tike
her cousin.

In the following texts the referend is a discontiguous

phrase:

(1a1 F1o suggested to Rose that THEy meet at five.
(15) On entering the Uffiz:-, a spectator came

across 3 PAINTINGS. The Santa Trinita
Madonna is by cimabue@
me Rucellai Madonna and Giotto Theffi

(f5) caIls for further comment. For some texts with epi-
phoric cross-references across sentence boundaries, a rule

of conseguence can be stated, somewhat schematically,
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as: St . 32. orosn-)Sl (i,e., S, foLl.ows from a con-

catenation of Srr 52, etc.). Repl.acement of 3 pAINTINGS

by its referend yields in respect to this rule a conse-

guence of this text (an adjustment -- cf. section 5,2 --
conjoins the 3 paintings mentioned). However, replace-

ment of the referential by any (twol of the three Madonnas

likewise yields a conseguence of the text, although

3 PAINTINGS is only referential to the group. The occur-

rence of 3 PAINTINGS in (15) can be described as a "dis-
tributi-ve" referentiar -- one can account for these various

conseguences while preserving the definition (CR) by de-

composing the referential into three referential phrases --
a paintinq and a paintinq and a paintinq (alternatively,

the sentence containing the referential phrase is decompos-

able into three sentences, each with a referential). A

problem for this approach is presented by referential

occurrences of phrases such as several paintings which can-

not be so decomposed.

Another option is to attach a condition to definition
(CR) to the effect that -- there is no other occurrence of

a phrase (or: phrases) d such that replacement of the

referential by d yields a paraphrase or conseguence of the

text. This condition woul-d rule out some of the above-

mentioned consequences of (15) , e.9., On enterinq the

Uffizi, a spectator comes across The Rucellai Madonna.

Rather than to amend the definition of cross-reference,
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the first. option is adopted here, recognizLng that quali-

fications wil.l be required to handle other cases 1 e.!.1
severaL paintlnqs.l9

Tacit Rgferends. rn one reading of the fol-lowing sentence,

the antecedent of it does not, occur overtly in the text
(an instance of so-caLl.ed "missing antecedentsn, Grinder

and Postal, L97Li Hankamer and Sag , L9761 z

(L6l Frank hasnrt seen a narwhal_, but Joey
has, and IT is indeed an incredible
whale.

Principle (0c) covers such texts in which the referend

can be gramrnatically reconstructed as the inverse of

some zeroing operation. In (15), seen a narwhal is re-

constructed as an inverse of end-zeroing under the but

(cf. chapter 2, section 2.I1. ft has as its referend the

reconstructed phrase a nagwlral with Joev has seen (a nar-

whal that Joey has seen).20

An apparent exception to (0c) is exenplified by (17):

(17) Stella has distributed her leaflets.
SO has Jonas.

In one of its readings, (I7l

has distributed his leaflets.
has as a conseguence: Jonas

But distributed his leaf-

lets does not overtly occur in the first sentence of (1?).

The "difficul-ty" can be resolved as fo11or".21 Recall

that a phrase is a string along with an assignment of

grammatical structure. The occurrence of her in (121 is
analyzable as a functor, call it poss (for "possessive")
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applied to an argument, SteJ.la. @ can be read as onersl

the referend of so for the reading considered is then

distributed oners leafrets. rn the repLacenent operation,
oners is adjusted to agree with Jonas. That is, the func-

tor Poss applied to the algument Jonas yields the desired

his. such grammatical. adjustments are crucial in formurat-

ing various replacements of referentials (see the discussion

in section 5.2); repLacement cannot be simply identified
as substitution.

2.4 Implicit Sentences. The understanding of particular
texts often proceeds by, or at least is assisted by, sen-

tences "read between the lines". For instance, the cross-

reference indicated in (18) is established in part bv know-

ledge that Churchill was a Prime tlinister:
(I8) RooseveLt and Churchill met at yalta.

THE PRIME MINIsTEEmed haggard.

Similarly, an arithmetical sentence t e.9., Two is a prime

(number) ., is used in (f9) to resolve the referential:
(f9) Four and two are divisors of eight. THE

PRIME is E-Eivisor of six as weil.

Section 2.4?. shows in what way the definition of referen-

tial relation can be extended to incorporate the effect of

implicit sentences in resolving particular cross-references.

First, some other approaches to implicit sentences are re-

viewed.

2.4L Approaches to Implicit Sentences. One approach to

implicit sentences, discussed in greater detaiL in
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Mathematical. Structures of Lanquaqe (sectlon 5.d) con-

sists in a regularizaELon of conjunctional sequences.

The attempt here is to establ-ish for particular conjunc-

tions the amount of repetition in sentences conjoined by

them. Simplifying somewhat, the procedure is to conpare

the differing acceptabilities of conjoined sentences

which repeat particular phrases in the conjuncts and those

which do not. It is then noted that to these latter sen-

tences, which occur with lower acceptability, intermediate

sentences can be conjoined which (a) increase the accept-

abilit,y of these sentences and (b) provide the requisite

amount of repetition. Thus, the low acceptability of:
(20) Turkish generals jailed trade unionists

because it was raininq.

is raised if a senE,ence repeatinj purti"ular words in (20)

is conjoined to itr ESr for example, in (21):

(2f) Turkish generals jailed trade unionists
because Turkish generals are always
in a bad mood when it rains.

The particular intermediate sentences which can be con-

joined are not specifiable beyond their satisfying, together

with the conjunctional sequence, the word-repetition re-

quirement.

Another tack is to assume that each sentence is pro-

vided with dictionary definitions of the various words of

which it is composed. This approach is suggested by

Harris as a way of avoiding the inclusion of various non-

sensical phonemic sequences, €.9., Ar blipstan raskers

dother, among the sentences of a languugu.'z However,
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such seguences can also be separated out by noting that
they are onLy interpretabl.e via metaringuistlc sentences

(cf- section 4) which provlde a rtranslationr into fami-

!.iar words, e,g. nBlipstan" means at lunch.23

2.42 Assumptions. The approach adopted here incorporates

aspects of the tvro mentioned above. Consider the text
given as (221 z

l22l Timothy finally found an apartment. How-
ever, there is a hoLe in THE CEILING.

There is no evident antecedent for the referentiaL phrase

the ceilinq in this text. Hovrever, from the first sen-

tence of (22t and the general sentence -- Apartments have

ceilinqs -- the sentence The apartment that rimothv finarrv
found has a ceilinq can be concluded, which does contain

a referend. Principle 1Oc) and the definition of cross-

reference can thus be extended to:
(0c') A referential is an occurrence of a phrase

in a text and its referend is either --
(a) an occurrence of a phrase in the same

text, or

(b) an occurrence of a phrase in a con-
seguence (by a rule of conseguence
(R") of (i) some sentence of the pre-
ceding text, i.e., the text up ,rntil
the sentence (or: sentence-fragment)
which contains the unresolved refer-
ential, and (ii) an unordered set of
standard assumptions, A.

The set A mentioned in (0c') calls for some specification.
The sentences which comprise the unordered set A of assump-

tions may be restricted to those which contain only intra-
sentential cross-references, if any. l4any of the sen-
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tences in A are general sentences, such as Apartments

have ceilinqs above. Furthermore, the aEsunptions in-
invoked in any particular application of a rule of con-

seguence repeat -- perhaps in altered form -- certain

words of the text which precedes the sentence containing

the referential to be resolved t €.g. , apartrnent in l22l .24

The set A consists of what is referred to in (0ct)

as "standard assumptions'r. For instance, it may well be

that there are apartments without ceilingsr Soyr during

renovations. But unless there is an expLicit assertion

to that effect in the text, the standard assumotion --
that they have ceilings -- appLi...25 one might more

broadly define A to consist of all of the preceding text

along with its standard assurnptions and its conse-

quences. In this case the set, A expands as the reading

of the text proceeds. This broadened definition would

presumably need to provide a description of the way in

which i-n certain texts contradictory assumptions are

sometimes alternately and provisionally adopted in the

course of argumentation.

A notion, akin to "standard assumptions", is that of

background (or: common) knowledge", appealed to in some

work j-n pragmatics. This notion is too loose for a des-

cription of cross-reference. A minimal requirement on the

set A is that it be consistent; if it were not, any sen-

tence could be concluded. It is dubious vrhether all of
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"common knowledge" satisfies even this restriction. rn

respect to a particular text not all. background know-

ledge is invoked, but rather a specific portion of it. A

restriction to particuLar background assumptions is more

prominently the case with a scientific sublanguage (cf.
chapter 2). In scient,ific sublanguages, assumptions

often pertain to "prior sciences", i.e., sciences whose

results are assumed in the course of investigating a

particular probl.em. For example, statistics is assumed

in geographical- ecoJ.ogy, various laboratory procedures

are assumed in cell-u1ar immunoLogy.

Various refinements and controls are needed to esta-

blish for a given text the relevant set A. For instance,

to determine what constitutes a "contra-indication" to use

of a standard assumption is a major problem. Nonetheless,

prospects for resolving these issues appear more tenable

in considering a scientific subranguage. rt is of interest
in any event to note those cases in which a cross-reference

is resolved by use of assumptions and to set out the re-
solution procedure explicitly so that this concept can be

eIaborat"d.25

2.5. Same Text" It should finally be noted that princi-

p1e (0c) and its emendation (0c') states that any given

referential relation is within the same text. Of course,

within a given text there may be citations from other dis-
courses or sentences of other texts may play the role of
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assumptions. For reagons made explicit in section A,

statement of a cross-referential- reLation reguires that
the material in a given text is linearly ordered. And

this is not the case for material. in different dis-
courses. One can accommodate typicall.y epiphoric foot-
note numerals as weLl. as bibLiographic citations as

linearly ordered interruptions stationed at specifiable
positions of the text, (see chapter 3, section l).

3. Reference and Cross-Reference. The preceding charac-

terization of a referential- relation as one between

occurrences of phrases stands in a marked contrast to a

more cotnmonly accepted statement of co- t.f"r.n""21 , pre-

sented schematicall-y below as strong co-reference, (SC):

(SC) A phrase a corefers with a phrase c
if there fs an object b such that a
refers to b and c-refe?s to b.28

In this section the aim is to render explicit some dis-
tinctions presented by these two formulations and to ad-

dress some consequences of (SC) insofar as it is used in

a description of (part of) what is termed 'cross-reference'
above.

A distinction which underlies those of section 3.1 is
one between weak and strong semantics.29 A weak semantics

studies the extent to which various semantic relations

among texts (and sentences) , e.g., consequence, para-

phrase, negation, generalization, are characterizable

in terms relating to the composition and arrangement of
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texts, L.e., syntacticall.y. Thus, it relates phrases to
other phrases in its descriptions of these relations,
In a strong (or: strongerl senantics, concepts such as

truth and denotation are used which relate, in one way

or another, J.inguistic elements and 'the worLdt (,the

worldr in some studies may be a set-theoretic model).

(SC, is formulated in respect to the (possibly primitive)

notion of reference and is a part of sone strong seman-

tics. The discussion which follows is intended to be

largely independent of particular theories of referenc".30

Philosophic as welL as linguistic interest attaches

to the weak semantical definition of referential relation
provided in the present 

"r="y.31 In section 3.3, r
suggest that concepts of strong semanti.cs need not enter

into a description of cross-reference and consider some

difficulties attendant upon that position, e.9., in respect

to deixis.

3.I. Strong Co-reference. (SC1 requires some elabora-

tion. fn the scheme either the phrase g or the phrase c

is often termed a "referential"; one of the phrases is
generally distinguished as a definite pronounr €.9., he,

a)she, it, or a reflexive form, e.g., himself.-- A refer-
ential in th:-s usage descending from philosophical exami-

nations of logic, is a phrase which 'has reference', e.g.,

a denotation. These referentials are generally restricted

to particular nominal phrases -- proper names and "definite
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descriptions" -- which in philosophical parlance are
tsingular termsr, and so-called mass nouns. col,Lective-

ly, these are termed "referring expressions" by some

authors.33 In the case of singular terms (and, for some

philosophers, "mass" nouns as welL), "refers" in (SC)

can be specified as "denotesr'1 tlt, termed the "referent",
is the thing denoted. The character of these things varies
with differing philosophical doctrines, €.g., concepts,

monads, sensations. Chomsky (1981:102) , for instanee,

includes among R(eferential)-expressions nominal phrases

which are not singular terms nor nass nouns t e.g. t the

abstract noun sinceritv (a nominalization of sincere);

such phrases are said "in some intuitive sense rpotentially

referential "'. If referentials in this sense are extended

to certain occurrences of pluralized noun phrases, e.g.,
the occurrence of pandas in Pandas are nearlv extinct,
classes are then anong the referents; the relation of

reference is sometimes calIed'signification, .34

A more cautious formulation of (SC) would restrict
the t.erm 'referenti-al' to occurrences of phrases. In a

sentence such as Cortez s-ouqht the fountain of vouth,

Frege, for instance, would distinguish the ordinary

(gewohnlich) occurrence of Cortez and the oblique

(ungerade) occurrence of the fountain of vouth (Quine

speaks of purely referential or designative occurrences

and opaque contexts). Frege provides another reason for

such a restriction: in Francis sinqs well but is no
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Chaliapin., Chaliapin occurs not as a proper nane, but
(in Fregefs terms) as a concept-"otd.35

The concept of referential. forwarded in definition
(cR) and in section 2 is perhaps more aptly calLed 'cross-
referential-r as it relates occurrences of phrases. By

way of cont,rast, the notion of rreferentiaLr addressed

above can be characterized independently of co-reference
(or: cross-reference). A referential in (SC) -- unlike
a cross-referential -- is usually restricted to parti-
cular nominal phrases (cf. below). Most discussions do

not consider an extension of this concept to other gramma-

tical categories, €.9., considering the denotation of the

verb sketch as a set of ordered pairs.35

A rreferentr, as noted above, is an extra-linguistic
entity. some studies identify a referend as a 'discourse
referent' . It is important to clearly distinguish
referends and referents. whether a term denotes one

entity' many entities, or no entity is not properly a mat-

ter for linguislic investigation, but a matter of fact.
For Mi1l, it seems, denotation is defined in respect to
truth: a name denotes t,he things of which it is affirmabre
in true proposition".3T Referends and not referents are

"antecedents" of other occurrences of phrases: linguistic
operations, such as substitution are properly applicable

to referends and not to referents.

Similarly, one should distinguish'interpretation'
in the sense in which it is equivalent to treading'
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(section L.2l and as an assignment of a referent to a

phrase. A related distinction is that between fcontextt

in the sense of ttext. (section l..l) and as an extra-

linguistic situation. Again, indeterminacy in determin-

ing the referent of a phrase is more aptly an instance

of vagueness rather than ambiguity. Failure to observe

these distinctions is a source of occasional obscuritv

in linguistic discussion.

3.2, Co-Reference and Cross-Reference. Granted these

distinctions, what is the status of (SC1 in respect to

a description of cross-reference? It should first be

noted that co-reference is a relation which is symmetri-

cal in respect to the phrases a and c -- thus, (SC1 does

not discriminate between anaphora and epiphora (cf. sec-

tion 7). Secondly, in a sentence such as:

(1) Before SHE retired, Callas sang aL
Carnegie HaIl.

(SC) requires that the pronominal phrase she indepen-

dently refers to an object, L.e., without respect to

the phrase Ca11as. This appears counter-intuitive: an

evaluation of whether she and Callas refer to the same

object presumes a recognition that she cross-refers to

CalIas. Co-reference, i.€., reference to the same entity,
as an interpretation of a cross-reference (in the sense

of (CR)) might be called tweak co-referencer. That

she in (1) refers independently to an object suggests to

some authors that the relevant notion in (SC) is
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spective of the speaker

here (section 1.21 .

cellular immunology:

(5) on the 10th
in the ear
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Such a notion assumes the per-

in contrast with the perspective

lutinins riJere found
side

In comparison with the notion of cross-reference,
(SC1 applies to a restricted range of cases (cf . bel.owl .

Even within this range, an evaluation of (SC) presumes

an expl.icit ontology. In (21 and (3), sameness of refer-
ent nakes sense only given a prior elucj.dation of the

ontological st,atus of the putative referents:
(21 The Great. Depression hit America in 1929

while IT arrived later in Europe.

(3) Lions, who love meat, get IT every day.

The notion of rsame referent, may be credited with some

initial plausibility given the generally restricted in-
ventory of examples cited on its behalf. These examples

t,ypically turn upon pronounsr €.9., h€, his, her, and

names of particular persons, as in:
(4) Ben is an absolute scoundrel in his

office.
Matters are otherwise in scientific texts where there is
often an interest in describing reeurarities among classes

of individuals or events. Consider the cross-reference

indicated in the following passage from an article on

tissue
but not until the 12th day did THEY appearin the nodes of the uniniicted. side.39-
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Previous sentences of the text establish that the nodes

and ear tissue are obtained fron different nice sacri-
ficed on different days following injection of an anti-
gen. Thus there is no question in (5) of agglutinins and

thev having the same t.fer.nt.40 Such cases are by no

means exceptional.

3.3 Elimination of Reference. Clearly it vrould be

advantageous if a description of what has been termed

"cross-reference" could proceed without nraking use of
the concept of reference. I suggest that this is in
principle possible. Some evidence on behalf of this
contention j-s presented in section 3.3L. Section 3.32

addresses the thornier issues posed by deixis. The gain

in eliminating reference as an independent primitive in
linguistic theory is that grammatical inquiries can be

made in abstraction from difficult questions in onto-

logy, e.9., concerning individuation of entities. More-

over, to the extent that ontoLogy is deemed relevant,

individuation is not generally consiclered contentful ab-

sent a hray of differentiating among entitids which can

be rendered in linguistic form. An examination of cross-

reference is plausibly relevant in respect to these con-

cerns.

3.31. Some Considerations. Strong co-reference (SC) !s
nor sufficient (71 for cross-clearly neither necessary (6)

reference:
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(5) The lawyer who charges his cLients too

much j.s hardly erorse than thE lawyer
who charges THEM somewhat Less.

(71 If Evert met the author of f'It Tastes
like Chickenn, then Evert met Willard
Van Orman Quine.

Similarly, it is generally

relevant in the followinq

(8) If a dentist is

-

the day off.qt

acknowl.edge that (SC) is ir-
cases:

nervous, HE should take

(9) lrlhen you first corne upon THEM, alligators
seem rather fierce.

(f0) Every machinist has his bad days.

(8) and (9) do not pose any problems for the definition
of cross-reference whereas for (10) it is not clear in
what manner the replacement operation can be effected
(cf . secti.ons 5.4 and 10). Certainly under some con-

struals of quantification the question of reference re-

emerges. However, contra Quine, it appears to be possi-

ble to sever the matters of existence and quantification.42

An adeguate description of cross-references such as that

in (f0) reguires in any case an examination of how guanti-

fication operates in English (section 10), Cross-refer-

ence, finally, houses instances of referentials to verbs,

complements of verbs, and senLences, which can guestion-

ably be accommodated in terms of (SC).

Is principle (0c') and definition (CR) adeguate to

those cases covered by (SC) ? The answer appears to be posi-

tive. Indeed, the notion of weak coreference forwarded
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above -- as an interpretation of a cross-referential
relation -- Etrongl.y suggests that coreference is elimi-
nable, L.e., no descriptive work is performed by it.

Weak coreference might be thought necessary to ac-

count for sentences such as the following:
(11a! Gertrude discovered that SHE had

lost a watch.

(lfb) Gertrude discovered that Gertrude
had lost a watch.

It might be claimed that repJ.acement of the referential
she by Gertrude yields (in respect to an identity trans-

formation) the sentence (flb) in which the Gertrudes are

not the same, whereas to state that she refers to whatever

entity Gertrude refers to avoids this problem. (1fb) is
nonetheless acceptable in the reading where only one

Gertrude is at issue. Whether (11b) is a paraphrase or a

conseguence of (11a) is a more difficult question. There

appears to be a change in nuance in such sentences -- cf.
Oscar thinks Oscar is a fool. In tllb), the second occur-

rence of Gertrnde might be said to have the sense of "the

public Gertrude", "Gertrude as she believes others see her".

These cases might also be handled by extending the formula-

tion of replacement to include a "resumptive antecedent";

in section 5.4, this is termed 'guasi-replacement'. Quasi-

replacement would add the referend as a qualification or

elaboration of the cross-referential -- in (lLa), this
would vield:
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(11c) Gertrude discovered that she (Gertrude)

had lost a watch.

The extended referential. phrase she (Gertrude) could be

rendered as rtshe, that is Gertrude".43

Sentences such as (L2,1 pose greater difficulties
for the elimination of reference:

llzl Men came and went,

In one reading of (I2l, the same men came and went; in
another reading, no. Here one might make use of the

suggestion that some operations of zeroing be analyzed in
respect to zeroed-referentials (section 2.21. (12) in
respect to the first reading is analyzable as Men came and

thev went with a zeroing of they; in respect to the second

reading, (L2) would be obtained from Men came and nen

r"nt.44

3.32. Deixis. Eliminating the concept of reference ap-

pears most difficult in respect to the variously called

"deictic" r "demonstrativer "egocentric", o! "indexical"
uses of particular phrases which are characteristically
said to "indicate objects in the context (or: situation),'o
usually different objects on different occasions. Thus,

an utterance containing an occurrence of I will name dif-
ferent people when said by myself and another reader of

this work. The list of "deicEics,' also typically includes

you, we, he (and other pel:sonaI pronouns) , this, that,
tense, and such adverbs as here; Dowl tomorrow.
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Deixis itsel.f is a poorly underetood area. Deictic

occurrences of phrases are sometimes asgoclated with ges-

lures (e.g,, pointing) which are thensel.ves guestionably

describable in terms of the discrete elements of grammar.

The discrete character of linguistic elements is intro-
duced by considering in a linguistic description those

properties of utterances which are invariant under repeti-

tion. Thus, a grammar will abstract from, €.g., parti-
cular intonations of sarcasm, in describing an utterurr"..45

In this connection it is of interest to note that (lLa)

above with she used deictically is markedly different in

intonation from (11-a) where she cross-refers to Gertrude.

Is one a repetition of the other? The answer is not clear,

which again may point to the "borderline" character of

deixis, i.e., its connection wj-th gestural features not

accommodated within particular linguistic descriptior,".46

Given this state of affairs, any discussion of deixis

is likely to raise more questions than it answers. The

intention here is merely to prompt some doubts toward a

too-ready appeal to reference and to outline an alternative

approach in line with cross-reference.

C1ear1y, some deictic phrases enter into cross-refer-

ences -- ESr for instance, she in (11a) and this and I in:

(13)

(14)

Pierre sermonized constantlv. THIS

Thoraf said to Ingrid, rtl should leave
dToq
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Other delctic occurrences can be agslmilated to referen-

tial.s (within the definition (Cn) ) by assumption of a

tacit sentence in which there is a referend phrase lcf.
section 2.421.47 rn the case of a deictic occurrence

of she in (lIa), the t,acit sentence might be I am speak-

inq of a woman or We see a woman, and she wouLd be refer-
ential- to someone or a woman (we see).48 However, several

questions can be raised concerning this approach. Firstly,
there is perhaps a difficulty with misattribution -- sdyr

in the event where the person spoken of is in fact merely

a shadow (cf. Donnellan, f966). This does not appear to

be an issue for the (weak-semantical) definition of cross-

reference, i.e., the tacit sentence is not characterized

in respect to its truth or falsity.49 More difficult is

the apparent regress posed by the introduction of I and

we in the tacit sentences. One approach would be to take

such occurrences as proper names -- though, as noted in

section 2.1, proper names rnay themselves be considered

referentials to referends in tacit sentences. Another is

to take these occurrences as reductions of speaker (or:

speaker and aud.ience). Whether either option suffices

to eliminate the regress requires further consideration.50

Finally, there is a question whether occurrences of

tomorrow, now, here can be described as referentials. In

texts with locutions such as It is a matter here of... or

...is considered be1ow, here and belov, can be regarded

as I'meta-referentials" (section 4) .
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Despite these concerns, there are instances in which

the rsalient featuref referred to by a deictic occur-

rence of a phrase is not sone physical feature of the

situation but appears to be only identifiabl.e in respect

to tacit sentences assumed of a speaker or held by a

group, If in a discussion of ELizabethan drama someone

notes "The ALchemistn is a deliqht and another responds

His plavs are rarelv performed, his is aptly described as

cross-referential to Ben Jonson in a tacj.tly assumed sen-

tence t €.9. t "The ALchemist" is a pLav written bv Ben

Jonson. Reference to situations or features of them often

appears to rlead back tor linguistic forms in terms of

which they are identified or characterized.5l

4. Metalinquistic Character of the Referential Relation.

As I argued in section 3, the identification of a parti-

cular cross-reference is not dependent upon some property

such as "shared referent" (especially section 3.3). In

accord with definition (CR) r occurrences of phrases are

identified as referential and referend in a metalinguistic

sentence in which these occurrences are mentioned. The

possibility of so identifying cross-references is a pro-

duct of two facts: (i) the material, i.e., segments, in a

text can be linearly ordered, and (ii) a natural lan-

guage contains one of its metalanguages. To cite the

positions of the occurrences of phrases in a given refer-

ential relationship requires some means of counting the
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segments of a text -- these segments being cl.assified as

to their grammatical status. The linear ordering of seg-

ments provides for the counting; that a naturaL language

contains one of its netalanguages provides for a state-
ment of the counting and the classification in a sentence

of that language.

The distinction appealed to here -- between a meta-

language and its object ranguage -- is precisely that made

by Tarski (fo]-lowing Ledniewski) r'betvreen the language

about which we speak and the language in which we speak,'

(Tarski, L9562L671. Referential phrases which are them-

selves metalinguistic, as _the_Icrmer is in (I), exemplify

the point of (ii):
(I) Schneider conducted compositions by Bach

and Handel. Rose preferred the former.

(compare the latter, the second nentioned, and the jocular

use seen in John will buv it tomorrow. "IT" is a new

stereo. ) . In (f) the former does not pertain to the order

of Bach and HandeL's appearance (Bach was born later) nor

to the order of the compositions in the recital (which

may have been interspersed). Rather it pertains to the

order of recitation and cross-refers to compositions bv

Bach (together with Schneider conducted). One may con-

sider the former as short for the former conpositions

mentioned. Metalinguistic adjuncts of this sort, €.9.,

which I have iust mentioned, are encountered in the arti-
cle described in chapter 4, e.9., referred to/mentioned

above and can be direc'.ly incorporated into a description
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of cross-reference (as in Gross, Lg73l. Occurrences of

above, bel.ow (perhaps here, no$r as well) are more dLttL-
cult to describe -- these are higher-order referentials
relating to the overall organization of the text and wiLl
not be addressed in the description of the article.

The metalinguistic apparatus required to state a

given cross-reference is quite involved. Details are pre-

sented in section 5.7 of Harrisr Mathematical Structure

of Lanquaqe. In the analysis presented in chapter 4, this
apparatus is not laid out. Instead I make use of an

enumeration of the text sentences and of referential and

referend phrases. What is essential to note here is that
(i) and (ii) above permit a rtranslatj.on' of these nota-

tional devj-ces into metalinguistic sentences which can be

explicitly adjoined to the text and which state the

referential relation obtaining between referential and

referend. The notation is thus an auxiliary device which

can be dispensed with in a complete analysis.

5. A Definition of Referential Relation. The informal

definition of cross-reference (Cn1 presented in section 0

(and reprinted below) is based on the intuition that some

texts with a referential replaced by its referend follow

from, or are paraphrases of, the initial text.
(CR) In a given text, an occurrence of a phrase,

gl, cross-refers to an occurrence of a phrase,
ci, with respect to a rule of paraphrase or
c6nseguence R if and only if application of R
to the text with replacement of a., by cr yields
a paraphrase or conseguence of th6 original text.
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To gain a better understanding of (CR;, consider the fol-

E,|
lowing textz"

(11 tlerzenrs entrance into the world coin-
cided with a great event in the annaLs
of Russia and Moscow - a fact of which
he was always proud - the Great patriotic
War of L812. He was born in Moscow on
March 25 of that year, just a few months
before the capture of the city by the
French.

The first sentence of (1) with he replaced by Herzen is a

conseguence of this text as well as a paraphrase of the

initial text-sentence. An epiphoric referential al_so

occurs in this sentence -- narnely, a qreat event in the

annals of Russia and Moscow. Replacing it by its refer-
end yields: Herzenrs entrance into tle world coincided

with the Great Patriotic War of 18L2..., which also

follows from (1). Along with a substitution of Herzen for

he, replacement of which (with permutation of the PN-phrase)

results in the conseguence: Herzen was alwavs proud of a

fact. The dashes in the first sentence of (I) can be con-

sidered a variant of the relative clause (plus the con-

stant is) , i.e., which is a fact of which he was aLwavs

proud, where the first which (or, more precisely, -ich) is

referential to the preceding fragment. Replacement of

qliqh reguires an adjustment in the referend (cf. section

5.2l., a nominalization, and it is concluded that: That

Herzenrs entrance into the world coincided with a qreat

event in the annals of Russia and Moscow is a fact of which

he was alwavs proud. The second text-sentence contains an
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occurrence of he, repl-aceable by tlerzen and two occur-

rences of referentiaL phrases with classifiers -- that

W_, the citv -- r.rith referends L8I2 and Moscow (the

second occurrencel respectively.

Even in this rather simple text there are complica-

tions -- fot instance, in the treatment of sone occur-

rences of the definite article (section 8.41, e.9., the

annals of Russia and Moscovt. Still, one can list a num-

ber of sentences which follow from, or are paraphrases

of, the sentences of (1). Among them: Herzenrs entrance

into the world coincided with the Great Patriotic War of

LgL2., Herzen was born in Moscow., Herzen was born on

March 25 of l-812., Moscow was captuled bv the French.. In
this sample I have proceeded informally -- the full defini-

tion of cross-reference (5.3) reguires some preliminary

explications of conseguence (5.1), replacements and ad-

justments (5.2) .

5.1 Concepts of Consesuence. Some elaborations of the

concept of conseguence deserve mention here, if only for

the purpose of contrasting them with the less rigorous

employment of the notion in this work. One of these is

the concept of provability: a sentence a is said to be

provable from a set of sentences A if a can be obtained

from A through a finite sequence of applications of rules

of inference, e.9., in many logical systems, the rules of

detachment and of substitution. Another, semantical
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preservation of truth. This has

two lines.

5.11- Loqical Consesuence. rn Tarskirs paper non the
concept of Logical conseguence" (article xxr in Tarski,
L955), logical conseguence is defined in terms of the
primitive concept, 'satisfaction of a sentential func-
tion (by a sequence of objects) , , and fmodel' (itself
defined in respect to satisfaction). If, for a parti_
cular class of sentences L, all non-l0gicar constants
occurring in the sentences of L are replaced by corres-
ponding variabLes established for L (with like constants
replaced by like variables, and unrike constants by un-
like variables), one Lhen obtains a class of sentential
functions. A model is then an arbitrary sequence of
objects satisfying every sentential function of that
class. And a sentence a is a rogicar consequence of a

set A of sentences if a is true in every model in which

all sentences of A are true.

5.72 semantic consequence. A concept of conseguence

can also be developed in a semantics in which the concept

of truth is a primitive term. This semantical theory --
aletheism -- is presented in a number of recent papers of
Hi2.53 Here a central notion is that of truth set, a set
of sentences taken as true. The conditions which these

sets should satisfy are established as axioms of the

theory. some axioms state properties of the consequence
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reLation which are shared by the other concepts mentioned

above,54 others differ from axioms established for
particular deductive sciences -- they have been framed

j.n respect to their application to natural languages, or

scientific subranguages (for example, see the discussion

of the axions of compactness and conjunction in Hi2, LgTgl

Semantic conseguence is defined in terms of the no-

tions of truth set and interpretation. The concept of
interpretation (and semantic consequence) is closely re-
Lated to the Tarskian concept of satisfaction (and logi-
car consequence). But whereas satisfaction is a rel-ation

between a sentential function and a sequence of objects,

the relation of interpretation holds between (linguistic)
phrases. Loosely, a phrase a interprets a sentence b

at c means that replacement of c in b by a yields a

true sent.rr...55 For instance, antholoqv interprets the

sentence Milosz edited a 'iournal at the occurrence of

iournal as it is true that Milosz edited an anthology. A

sentence a is a semantic consequence of a set A of sen-

tences just when every interpretation of the set A is an

interpretation of a (cf. logical conseguence above). In
terms of these notions, one can define the meaning of a

sentence a in respect to a set A of sentences (A in cer-

tain cases could be a set of assumptions) as the conse-

quences of A and a less those which are conseguences of

A itself (H!2, 19?9235f-52).
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5.13 ?he Role of_Consequence in the Anal.vsls. In fram-

ing the definition of crosE-reference given in section

5,3, no fu1ly explicit concept of consequence is provided.

A useful concept of conseguence for a natural language or

scientific sublanguage can be approached by stating rules
of inference, I start with the el.ementary observation

that from texts and utterances speakers of a language

draw inferences. Rules of inference are (partial) des-

criptions of these regularities in the activities of

members of a speech comrnunity; they are not to be con-

strued as rguidingr these activities, nor as normative

(or, in some sense, pragmatic). That is, the rules do not

characterize conditions under which a speaker should

accept a particul-ar inference, although acceptability of

stated inferences provides a crucial test of the ade-

quacy of proposed rules. In terms of rules of inference

(and of paraphrase) the concept of referential relation
can be defined, and if need be, refined. From Mathilda

sat her children down in the waitj.nq room., we conclude

Mathildars children sat down i-n the waiting room.; from

Paul has a sweater. The sweater is blue., it is inferred

that A sweater Paul has is blue. It is such rules of

inference relating such sentences which I seek to establish.

The concept of referential relation makes use of such

notions as that of a text -- taken as a string of ordered

sentences, a set A of assumptions, and rules of inference.

In this, there is an analogue though not an explicit
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bridge to the concepts discussed above, As with the
concept of provability and unlike the ttro semantical con-
cepts of conseguence, conseguence as enpr.oyed here does
not make use of the concept of truth, and thus may be
characterLzed as a f'teak semantics,, (cf . section 3).
This should not be taken to suggest the elimination of
semantics. The analysis of cross-referential relation,
as the operator grammar and discourse analysis discussed
in chaptet 2, aims at rendering explicitly, in formal
termsr s€hE'tic distinctions among sentences and texts.
r{hile using a restrictive semantics, i.e., not empl0ying
the concept of truth, it is cl0sest in esprit to alethe-
ism and it is into this theory that the results esta_
blished here can be most naturally fitted.

The point of departure for the analysis is a text i.n
a subranguage of cerlurar immunol0gy and not a formalized
language for which concepts of provabirity and rogical
consequence can be framed. some semantical theories
attempt to transrate the sentences of a naturar language
into a formalized one for which axioms and rures of
inference are stated. For instance, a concept of conse-
quence akin to that of Tarski has been elaborated for
fragments of English by Montague (Lgl4) and his successors-
some doubts can be stated regarding the adequacy of such
model-theoretic programs for a description of cross-
reference. ft is, firstly, not clear in what way the
concepts provided in moder-theoretic accounts can be

I
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extended to texts, The concept of translation is ltself
probLematic. Among the probLems is that a natural.

language lacks an external- metalanguage; it is doubtful
whether one can construct a substantiaLLy rich meta-

language in which 1 8.g.1 rules of inferencer cElrl be stated
(Bestougeff and Descres, Lg77:g-1?, and Hii,l.9g3z42-s2 nole
other problems regarding translation). Moreover, the

concept of satisfaction, crucial to these accounts, in-
volves that of reference which it wourd be preferabl_e to
avoid (section 3).56 The rules of inference provided in
the description of the article are thus stated in respect

to categories established in a transformational grammar

of English.

5.14 Conseguence and Paraphrase. The exact relation be-

tween the concepts of consequence and paraphrase reguires
further study. Many of the rules of paraphrase here are

adopted from an operator grarunar of English (GEMP). Cer-

tain steps in an operator grammar derivation (analysis) of
a sentence can be regarded as conseguences of that sen-

tence -- for instance, some component sentences of (Zl

conseguences of this sentence , e.g., Frank swims., Frank

swims in the afternoons. In some cases determining

whether a relation between sentences is one of paraphrase

or of conseguence may prove difficult. For instance, it
is unclear whether a cleft-sentence t €.g. t It is Sa1 who

Frank swims in the afternoons at a I in Brooklyn are
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j.s to be taken as a paraphrase

or conseguence of its non-cleft counterpart, e,g., Sal
drank too much chianti.

One may adopt the following hypothesis concerning
the relation between conseguence and paraphrase:

(Hyp) A sentence a is a paraphrase in respectto a set A of assutptions of i sentence b ifCn (arA) , L.e., the conseguences of a in= --respect to A, coincide exactly with dn (brA).
This hypothesis, forwarded by Hi2 in "Aretheic semantic
Theory", is implicit, in Frege,s gegriffschrift:57

...the contents of two judgments may differin two vrays: either the conseguences derivablefrom the first, when it is coribinea 
"ith ..r-tain other judgments, always follow also fromthe second, when it is combined. with these samejudgements, and conversely, or this is not thecase. The two propositions "The Greeks defeatedthe Persians at plataea" and "The persians weredefeated by the Greeks at plataea" differ in thefirst way.

rn "Aletheic semantic Theory" (Lg6gz446l , Hii presents
another hypothesis relating these two concepts which
directly bears upon the examination of cross-reference:

a is a conseguence of b iff either a is aparaphrase of b or els6 there is a 6 suchthat a . c is E consequence of b. : --

The r ' I is taken to be either a period between sentences
or a corresponding intonation pattern. For example, in
sentence (2) above, Frank swims ilr the afternoons at a

pool in Brooklvn

and He does it in the afternoons at a 1 in Bro_oklyn. = c.
As Hiz notes, the hypothesis requires a restriction on a

can be taken as b with Frank swims. = a
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prohibiting epiphoric referentials across sentence

boundaries. Othervrise, in (21, a can be taken as Here

is what Frank does in the afternoons (with 9 = H€ gwlms

at a pool in Brooklvn. ) which is not a conseguence of b.

An examination of referential reLations might Lead to a

revision which would account for epiphoric references of

the sort described.

5,2 Replacements and Adiustments, The simplest cases

of replacement involve substitution of the referend for

the referential phrase. For instance, in (3) Alice writes

short stories. She likes it well enouqh., the occurrence

of she is replaceable by Alice. The replacement opera-

tion can be written rRepl (b; a./crl I for replacement

of referential gi by referend c, in text b. That re-

placement is not equivalent to substitution can be seen

by considering the replacement of it in (3). The refer-

end of it is either writes short stories or the first sen-

tence. Substitution of

yield the ungrammatical

the first possible referend would

She Likes writes short stories

well enouqh. Replacement in this case requires an adjust-

ment of the referend to the nominal grammatical cate-

gory of the referential -- for example, a weak nominaliza-

tion -- writinq short stories. In the second case, two

adjustments are reguired -- the first a nominalization,

€.g., Alicers writinq of short stories, and the second

an adjustment of Alice to the accusative form her. Re-
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placenent thus yields She likes her writing of short

stories well enouqh.

Many adjustments are automatic, i.e., morphophonemic,

operations. To replace they in Vic drives a Volvo. They

qet 38 n.p.g, requires that the referend, Volvo, be

pluralized. In (3) Igg! as a rule divulqes h

when I do., do is referential to the preceding verb along

with its complement, Two adjustments are involved in the

replacement: one alters the verb so that it is in agree-

nent with I, i.e., to divulge; the other alters the

possessive his (which can be written as poss (Noah) l so that

it too agrees with I: Poss(I) = II.
Other adjustments involve a change (including zero-

itg) of a preposition: in (4) A qin-and-tonic is prepared

in the followinq wav. Gin is poured in a glass and tonic

is added., replacement of the epiphoric referential the

following wav reguires in addition to the nominalizations

a change of the preposition in to [: A qin-and-tonic is
prepared by pourinq gin in a glass and addinq tonic. A

preposition, of, is zeroed in the replacement of them in
(5) Sturtevant and Bridqes studied fruit-flies. Both of

them made decisive contributions to genetics.

Replacement of referentials is generally nade one-by-

one, i.e., independently, for each given referential rela-

tion, and not successively -- that is, to the resultant

of a prior replacement, nor sj-multaneously. Simultaneous
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replacement erould often result in unwleldy sentences if
the sentence contained several referentials. The possl-

bil-ity of successive and simultaneous replacenent of
referentials in certain situations is noted in section 5.5,

The definition of cross-reference does allow for
what can be called a "double replacementr in the case of
particular referential relations. Double replacement

seems to be only appl-icable in the case of intra-senten-

tial cross-references. In (6) for instance:

(6) When Caravaggio was about tr.relve, HE
sras apprenticed to Simone Peterzano.

he is replaceable by the referend Caravaqgio, and

referend by he in respect to a rule of paraphrase:

52, St J S, when Sr. Double replacement results

(5') Caravaggio was apprenticed to Simone
PeEerzano when he was about twelve.

There are only a few adjustment operations which are

employed in the "Influenzal" article in chapter 4. In

order that t.he article as transcribed not be burdened

with a surfeit of notation, the notes to the description

are prefaced by a list of adjustments: the notes mention

each case in which the adjustments are applied. In

several cases, the replacement of referentials is more

complex -- some discussion can be found in sections 5.5,

8, and 10.

the

When

in:

5.3

an

A Definition of Referential Relation. In a text b,

occurrence g1 of a phrase a is a referential for (i.e.,
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cross-refers tol an occurrence g1 of a phase c (and c,

is a referend og Bt) nith respect to a set of assump-

tions A and a rule R if and only if:
(1)bisatext
(21 A is a set of assumptions

(3) a, is an occurrence of g in b

(4) cl is (i) an occurrence of g in b, or (ii) an
6dcurrence of c in a sentenEe d frhich follows
by a rule of c6nseguence R^ fr6m the preceding
text (i.e., the text uP unEi} the sentence con-
taining gr) and the set A

(5) R is a rule of paraphrase R- (case il or a rule
of conseguence R^ (case ii) rsuch that for some
grammatical adju5tments f, g, the application
ofR orR tobwithpc
Repl (biar/f (cr) ) or
RepI (Rep1 lbi ar/ f. (cr) ) i crlS (ar) )

yields a text e containing
RepL ,U;3tlf (cr) ) or
Repl (Repl lb; ar/ f (ct) ) ; "t/g 

(at) )

which is a paraphrase (case i) or a consequence
(case ii) of b.

5.4 Some Illustrations.
Example A. In the first text-sentence of (1), call it (a)--

Herzen's entrance into the world coincided with
a great event in the annals of Russia and Moscow -
a fact of which he was always proud - the Great
Patriotic War of 1812.

a paraphrastic identity transformation is applied with

Repl ( (a) r he/Herzen), resulting in:

Herzenrs entrance into the world coincided..--
a fact of which Herzen was always proud - the
Great Patriotic War of 1812.

which is a paraphrase (a).
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Example B. In l7l:
In Goya's Sad presentlments of what w111 happen, he
shows an elderly man in a gesture of despai.r.

a paraphrastic transformatlon is applied which pernutes

the initial PN-phrase to the end of the sentence. 9Jith

the double replacement Repl ( (RepI l7l ihe/Goya) ;Goya/Poss

(he) ), this transformation yields the Paraphrase --

Goya shows an elderly man in a gesture of
despair in his Sad presentiments of what
will happen.

Example C. A rule of consequence is apPlicable to the

first text-sentence of (1) above (see example A) which

detaches it from the text: S, S2-+Sl. With Repl ((1)

a great eventjn the annals of Ru / tne

Great Patriotic War of 1812), detachment results in the

conseguence of (1):

Herzenrs entrance into the world coincided with
the Great Patriotic War of 1812 - a fact of
which he was always proud.

Example D. The dashes in the above-mentioned conseguence

(example C), (c), can be regarded as a variant of which is.

The consequence itself can be written: St wh(St) 52(-Sl)

where S, is, in the terms of section 8 below, the primary

sentencer S, the secondary, wh(Sr) the appropriate wh-form

of Sr, and 52(-Sl) is the secondary minus the St phrase.

A rule of consequence detaches the secondary sentence.

Application of this rule to the sentence noted above

(with rNom' = nominalization) with Repl ( (c) ;which/Nom

(Herzenrs entrance into the world coincided with the Great

Patriotic War of 1812) ) results in a consequence of (c)

also of (a),
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fhat Hetzenrs entrance into the world coincidedwith the Great patriotic gtar of 1gl2 is a factof which he was aLways proud.

Example E. A rul.e of conseguence appLied to the second

text-sentence (d) of (1) in section 5 onits the appositive
modifiers in that sentence. AppLication of this rule with
Repl((d);he/Herzen) results in1e.g., Herzen was born in
Moscow.

5.5 open Questions. A number of guestions are left out-
standing by the definition of referential relation pre-
sented in section 5.3- According to the definition, the

second occurrence of the phrase about in
(8) Clausius wrote about the foundations of

thermodynamics. The axioms of thermo-
dynamics vrere to be independent of hypo-
theses about matter.

is referential to the first occurrence of that phrase: de-

tachment of the second sentence of (B) with repracement

of the second by the first occurrence of about results in
a consequence of (8). The definition fails to accord with
intuition here. A possible solution would be to prohibit
instances of replacement which involve no overt alterations
in the text-sentences. However, this appears to be too

restrictive. rn (9) the second occurrence of went to the

store is plausibly a referential to the first:
(9) Rud went to the store. He went to the

store to purchase some seltzer.
The second occurrence could be considered part of an elabora-

tion of the first sentence and so referential to the previous
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occurrence. e similar issue arises in the description

of the nlnfl-uenzaL" article where many sentences in the

Discussion section repeat or "nearly repeat" sentences

which occur in the rntroduction and Resul.ts sections (see

chapter 5, section 5.2 for further discussion).

Other questions are raised by referentials whose

putative antecedents are phrases with a quantifier:
(101 Every employer demands that HE be obeyed.

Substitution of everv emplover for he results in a sentence

which is neither a conseguence nor a paraphrase of this
reading of (10). Replacement in such sentences reguires

an examination of how general sentences (not all of which

contain a "guantified noun phrase") are related to their
particularizations, i.e., substitution instances (ef. sec-

tion 10).

Another matter raised by quantificational expressions

is exemplified in the following sentence, taken from a re-

search article in immunoloou,5E

(11) MA}JY AND DIVERSE SITES OF ANTIBODY FORMATION
have been implicated by DIFFERENT INVESTI-
GATORS.

This sentence starts a paragraph i.n

diverse sites of antibodv. formation

the article; manv and

and different investi-

gators are epiphoric referentials to phrases in the succeed-

ing sentences. Separate replacement of each referential
would yield incorrect results; both referentials are to be

replaced simultaneouslv.
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Successive or simultaneous replacement also appears

to be an option in:
(lZl- A chiLd is troubLed by the feebleness of

his means, i.e., by his state of in-
expressiveness. HE nay not know how to
draw a house, but HE knows that the house
HE draws is not what HE sees.

rf an identity transformation is appLied to the second sen-

tence of this text, there are three multipl_e replacements

of he which yield a paraphrase of this sentence -- replace-

ment of the first two occurrences, of the last three occur-

rences, and of all of the occurrences of h".59

Fina11y, the statement of replacement is problematic

in sentences such as the followinq:
(13) June may do HER graduate work.

(14) John washed HIMSELF.

(15) In 1820, lrlaverly was at the height of
ITS popularity.

Note that according to the definition it is not required

that replacement take place in respect to, e.g., an identity
transformation, only that there is some rule of paraphrase

or conseguence which when applied to a text with replacement

yields a paraphrase or conseguence. The probl-em in (f3)-
(15) is the availability of such a rule. A cleft transforma-

tion applied to (13) with replacement of her by June results

in the marginal It is June who mav do June's work. In (14)

himself is replaceable by John if the intonation pattern is

altered, but the resultant is marginal (except as a response

to the guestion John washed who?). Passivization of (f4)
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hrith a double repLacement yields the more acceptable:

John was washed bv himself. The definition couLd be ex-

tended in the event that no rules of paraphrase or conse-

quence are at hand to include "guasi-replacement". euasi-
repLacement would consist in the parenthetical addition

of a (perhaps adjusted) referend after the referential
phrase. In (13)-(15) guasi-replacement in respect to an

identity transformation would result in:
(13') June may do her (June's) graduate work.

(14') John washed himself (John) .

(15r) In 1820, Waver}y was at the height of
its (Waverlyrs) popularity.

As noted in section 3.3, (13') for instance can

June may do her, that is, Juners, graduate work.

be read --
50

6. Agrgement Phenomena. It is often supposed that in
English a referential and its referend are "required,' to

agree in person, gender, and nurnber. Cross-reference in

English touches upon other agreement phenomena as wel1.

Some referential reLations may have restrictions in respect

to tense -- for example, the text Claire biked to work.

So does Ruth. is unacceptable as does does not agree in

tense with bikeq (did in the place of does results in an

acceptable text).51 other languages may have differing
requirements -- in respect to tense, aspect, honorifics,

etc. Even with person, number, and gender in English, some

cases of agreement are not as hard-and-fast as j-s sometimes

suggested.
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6.L lgg. Agreement reguirements are rather straight-
foward in respect to person: comparing I did mv work and

I did vour work, an anaphoric reLation to I only obtains

in the former sentence. There are sone instances which

are more guestionable: contrast these sentences noted by

Jespersen (Essentials of Enqlish Grammar: 1964:L47)

Some of us Lost their heads and Some of us lost our heads.

In place of a personal pronoun in agreement with its
antecedent the definite article is often used in preposi-

tional phrases which refer to names of body parts -- for
6)instance, Gareth struck Bert in the (his) face.-- The

first and second person pronouns may themselves be con-

sidered as referential in certain of their occurrences --
for example, the direct guotation in Arnold told Cindv:

"f have a headache".

6.2 Gender. Agreement in respect to gender is far more

labile, displaying evidence of detail-ed selection. Thus,

there is considerable variation in, €.9.1 the use of it,

she, and he in regards to animaLs and infants, and various

cultural artifacts -- ships, autos, the "virtues" (for a

survey, see Jespersen, 1964, chapter XXIX). There is a

"generic" usage of, e.9., one, man, anaphorically referred

to by he, his, and their other case-forms. Various means

are available to avoid the perhaps suggested reference to

males -- as in the use of the disiunctive he or she in

Nobgjbz can studv as much as he or she wants or the use of
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a plural pronoun (which is then not in agreement with the

antecedent in number) t e.g., Evervone in the factorv were

at their machines., Before anyone chanced to open their

mouths, Edith delivered a sermon.63 ft may be noted in

passing that this situation, i.e., of shifting selection

and conpeting forms, is in accord with an operator-gramnar

analysis: agreement is a "lale" reduction, the domain of

which is subject to variation and change {cf. chapter 2.1).

5.3. Number. The situation as regards number is of greater

interest in relation to the description of cross-reference

in t,he "fnfluenzal" article. A referring pronoun re-

guiredly specifies singular and plural -- generally it is

in agreement with the usually prior occurrence of the

referend, although there is some variation in respect to

nouns such as people which has a plural role and portion

and aggregate words, e.9., a number, bunch, group (GEMP

s.13).

Some proforms are of the same form whether their ante-

cedent is singular or plural -- for instance, who and which.

others are only singular, e.g., each, or pluraI, as in the

relic "dual" both.64 Quantifiers which occur as announcers

of zero-referentials (section 2.2) involve complicated res-

trictions as to the number of the referend. For example,

in some occurrences all announces a plural referential- (a11

of them). The referend in this case may carry a "bare"

plura1 (photoqraphers in Photographers worked in j.ournalism) ;
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it nay have greater than two "components', (Adams, Bourke-

Whi9e, and Lanqe) or nay specify ("impl-yn) a number greater

than two (Three/Several photoqraphersl, cf. many, fehr.

There are cases of cross-reference in which the refer-
ential is in the pluraL and the referend is singular. fhis
occurs for example with so-caLled "split antecedents,': in

(1) Prieto agreed with Neqrin in calling for a
regular army. THEY stood opposed to the C.N.T.

the plural referential thev has as "components" of its
referend Prieto and lleqrin of the preceding sentence (in

replacing thev, an adjustment conjoins the two components

with and). Epiphoric referentials may also have split
referends (cf. section 2.3).

Another situation in which plural referentials have

singular referends is exemplified in:
(2) Henry has a Volkswaqen. THEY are fine cars.

where thev is referential- to the occurrence of Volkswagen

(meaning the kind of car) . lf. in place of a Volkswagen,

l2l contains the phrase four Volkswagens, there is an am-

biguity between a reading concerning the type of auto and

one in which thev has the antecedent four Volkswaqens

(together with Henrv has). A distributive and non-distribu-

tive reading of the p1ural should be distinguished in parti-
cular sentences: Rabbits have ears vs. Rabbits have tails.
In the "fnfluenzal" article, sentence 193.3.3 displays this
ambiguity:
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(3) McMaster and Kidd had denonstrated an
antiviral principle,..followlng the ender-nal injection of actlve vaccine-virus into
the ears of rabbits.

It is not evident in (3) whether both ears or onLy one

ear of each rabbit under study received an injection.
The converse case -- a singular referentiaL with a

plural referend -- has been less often noted. This situa-
tion is illustrated by text-sentenees 2OO.Z.2-3 of the

article:
(41 ...th€ weight of the lvmphnodes began to

decline. At about the 4th ot-th day, theentire surface of THE NODE showed very
fine irregularities.. . .

In the second sentence of the excerpt, the node is refer-
ential to the occurrence of the lvmphnodes and has the

meaning "any node in the class", cf. the colloquial case

in The school has 4 Volkswaqens. It is a fine car.

Number agreement with the verb can serve to determine

the referend of a referential as in the following pair:
(5) Agnes pl-ays instrunents which annoy me.

(6) Agnes pLays instruments which annoys me.

Further questions concerninq number agreernent arise in
specifying zeto-referentials -- these are addressed in
chapter 3, section 3.

7. Anaphora and Epiphora. Anaphoric and epiphoric cross-

references are distinguished by the position of the refer-
end in respect to the referential: if the referend pre-

cedes the referential in order of occurrence in a text,
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the cross-reference is anaphoric; if it foll,ows the refer-
ential, it is epiphoric.55 There are, importantly, cross-

references which are neither anaphoric nor epiphoric --
section 8.3 discusses the self-referentiaL that which seen

in They accede to that which corporate interests demand.56

In many examinations of cross-reference, anaphoric

relations are customaril-y accorded pride-of-pLace; referential
phrases, for instance, ate often termed tanaphors'. parti-

cular instances of epiphora are discussed as cases of rback-

ward .r,"phora'.57 There appear to be several reasons for
this situation. Firstly, anaphora and epiphora are not

distinguished in respect to the notion of strong co-refer-

ence adopted in some studies (section 3.21 . Simil_arly,

there is no way to differentiate between anaphora and epi-
phora when certain referential relations are analyzed in

terms of bound variables (section 10.2). Secondly, the

restriction in some studies to referential relations within

the bounds of a sentence has suggested to some f.inguists

that these relations can be analyzed in respect to phrase-

structural configurations without mention of 'preceden".'.68

Referential relations across sentence boundaries require

recognition of the linear ordering of segments in a text.
However, even in respect to discourses, the hypothesis has

been advanced that purported instances of intra-sentential

epiphora are, in fact, cases of anaphora, the antecedent

occurring in some earlier sentence. This hypothesis, to
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which there are many counter-exampl.es, Ls referred to as

the i'For:wards Only" hypothesis; it receives an extensive

discussion in Cardents article, "Backwards Anaphora in
Discourse Contextr'.

It does appear that certain cases of epiphora are

uniformly reducible to anaphora. Consider the following

groups of sentences3

1fa) After machinists DID SO, pilots
neqotiated a contract.

(lU) PiLots neqotiated a contract after
machinists DID SO.

(Ic) Pilots DID SO aft.er machinists
negotiated a contract.

(2al fn spite of common faith in IT,
psvchoanalvsis has guestionabLe
scientific standing.

(2b) Psychoal?lvsis has questionable
scientific standing in spite of
common faith in IT.

(2cl IT has questionable scientific
standing in spite of common faith
j-n psvchoanalvsis.

(3a) If Nikos didnrt believe IT, Theo
wouldn't claim that Dante was Greek.

(3b) Theo wouldn't claim that Dante was
Greek if Nikos didn't IeIGG-fTI

(3c) Theo wouldnrt claim IT if Nikos
didnrt believe that Dante was Greek.

Generally, in constructions where two sentences are con-

joined by a subordinate phrase (or a reduced form of such

a phrase), a referential may precede its referend in the

other conjunct only if the referential occurs in the sub-
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ordinate cLause (see the a-sentences). In the c-sen-

tences, a cross-reference between the referential and the

underlined phrase is dubious in (1), whereas in l2l and

(3), it is possible under particular intonational contours,

The cases of epiphora in the a-sentences are reducibl_e to

cases of anaphora by transposing to the end of the primary

sentence the conjunction aLong with the subordinated sen-

tence. The result is the paraphrastic b-sentences. Doubl_e-

replacement in respect to an identity transformation (sec-

tion 5.2) also results in anaphoric paraphrases of the

a-sentences: for example, the resuLtant for (Ial would be

After machinists neqgtiated a contract, pilots did so.

Two qualifications should be noted. The restriction
on epiphora in sentences with subordinate clauses cited

above is too strong , cf . z

(4) SHE was widely known as a debator though
June rarelv arqued.

(5) HErll bother all his friends before
will try to tackle a problem alone.

which are acceptable with the cross-reference indicated.69

Secondly, the domain of the transposition effecting a re-

duction to anaphora needs to be specified.

Though in the description of the "Influenzal" article

there is no attempt to reduce epiphoric to anaphoric refer-

entials, the question of reduction is of considerable

interest for the study of the consequence relation. Follow-

ing HL2 (n.d.), a text T = 51 . 32 . Sn is called a

Jack
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"file of sentencesrr if it has among its consequences s1,

51 . SZ, and S, . 52 . ... . S, (for every m ( n); it ig a

"reverse file" if it yields Sn, Sn . Sn_l_r and Sn_, . ...
' Sn-k (k < n) as its conseguences. A text may be regular-
ized -- paraphrastically transformed -- so that there are

no epiphoric cross-references among its sentences and may

then be a file, or else the anaphoric rel.ations may prove

eliminable and the text may be a reverse file.
The "disparagemen!" of epiphoric cross-reference in

ringuistic studies is likely rerated to its relatively low

incidence in discourse. rts importance is highlighted by

the following considerations.

(i) rn some cases an anaphoric cross-reference across

sentence boundaries is reducible to an epiphoric one within
a sentence:

( 5a)

( 6b)

( 7a)

!q1ix arrived. IT astonished us.

IT astonished us that Felix arrived.

Whales respond well to classical
mu

(7b) I dispute THIS: (that) whales res-
pond well- to clasGl i[iF-

The b-sentences are, apart from a change in focusr para-

phrases of their respectiV€ B-counterparts. Jespersen

incidentally not,es (Essentials of Enqlish Grammar, section

16.2il that whereas this is generally epiphoric, that is
typicalS.y anaphoric. This in point of fact occurs often

as an anaphoric referential (see (7a) ) , !?e! -- apart fron
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the special that which construction discussed in section

8 -- does appear to be largely restricted to anaphora.

(iil In the foll.owing exampLes, an anaphoric occur-

rence of a referential. (8a) is related to conseguences in
which the referential is epiphoric (8b-c):

(8a) The Lisbon earthquake kil,Led thou-
sands of people. Such an event is
long remembered.

(8b) An event such as the Lisbon earth-
quake is long renembered.

(8c) Such an event as killed thousands
of people is long remembered.

ltre referend of an epiphoric referential phrase often is
an enumeration or illustration of a classifier:

(9) Terry despises THREE TRAITS: intol-
erance, obnoxiousness, and arffiiZe.

(10) OTHER CONSIDERATIONS dictate caution.
Police aqents often infiltrate dissi-
dent qroups.

(iii) Footnote-numerals and citations are frequently

epiphoric. Indeed, anaphoric usage appears to be deriva-

tive of an initial epiphora. ParalLel to metal-inguistic

referentials such as above and before, there are epi-

phoric referentials below, later. Of especial importance

is the definite article which participates in both ana-

phoric and epiphoric cross-references (section 8.4).

Five other articles from a corpus of material in the

sublanguage of cel-lular immunology were reviewed in order

to obtain a better picture of the operation of cross-

reference. Chapter 5, section 4 presents an extensive dis-
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cussion of epiphorlc cross-reference. lE appears that
epiphoric cross-references are especially important in
organization of argumentation and in metalinguistic
reference to the organization of the articles themselves.

8. Wly Proforrns_e4f, the Definite Article. An account of
the definite article and the wh- proforms is central to
a description of cross-reference in English. The wh- pro-

forms are referentiars in the reLative clause construc-

tion (8.1), which serves in an operator granmar as a

source of modifiers, e.g. t adverbs, attributive adjec-

tives. sections 8.2 and 8.3 examine connections between

these forms as referentials and their occurrence in inter-
rogatives and other constructions , €.g. t extraction sen-

tences (What Jane 1j.kes is theater). The definite article,
with its fairly wide range of uses -- anaphoric, epiphoric,
and "generic" is surveyed in section 8.4. Much of the dis-
cussion which follows is cast in terms of an operat,or

grarnmar of English; a sketch of this granmar is presented

in chapter 2, section 2.I.

8.1

has

of

of

(1) Selita liked
yields, in respect to

tion, two sentences, a

The Leopard, WHICH Lampedusa wrote.

a paraphrastic identity transforma-

primary -- Selita liked The Leopard,

Relative Clause. The relative clause construction

as one of its main components referential occurrences

wh- proforms (who, which, where, etc.). Replacement

which in:
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and a secondary -- The Leopard Lampedusa wrote, conjoined

by semicolon. A transposition (or: relinearization, cf.
GEMP 3.1) of the replaced phrase in the secondary sen-

tence, i.e., to Lampedusa vrrote The Leopardr lnay be con-

sidered an adjustment in the replacement operation or an

independent transformation which results in a tconven-

tional' linear order. The semicolon intonation which

conjoins the two sentences is here regarded as a variant

form of wh-; thus -ich is actuaLly the referential. A

shorthand description which will prove convenient in

recording sentences with relative clauses is taken frorn

Robbinsr The Definite Article in Enqlish Transfornations.

Sentence (1) is written as: S1 (N1) wh- proNt SZ (-N1),

where S., (the primary sentence) contains N., r The Leopard,
Lr

S"(-Nr) is the secondary sentence minus that phrase, andZL

proNl the relevant proform (-ich).

Replacement in sentence (1) retraces certain steps

in the anal-ysis of an operator grannar (GEMP 3.2) . This

is not the case for the restrictive relative clause in (21 z

(21 The law allows statements that, are false.

While replacement of which along with a consequence opera-

tion detaching the rapparentr secondary sentence results

in a consequence of this sentence, i.e., Statements are

false., (21 is not paraphrastic to:
(2'l The law allows statements;

As described in an operator granmar

(21 is composed of three sentences:

statements are faIse.

analysis (GEMP 3.241 ,

The law allows some-
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thinq; ; said statements are
false- From these component sentences, one can derlve,
guccessiveLy,

(2al The law allows something; said somethingis statements which are false.
(2U1 The law allows something which is state_

ments which are false.
(2cl The Law all.ows statements which are false.

rn this somewhat sinpLified derivation, said abbreviates
a metalinguistic sentence identifying word-occurrencesi

the identified phrases are reducible to wh- proforms. rn
obtaining l2cl the indefinite somethinq which is. is zeroed
(details are in cEMp 3.241 .

fhe formation of the relative clause is subject to
many detai-led restrictions which are not immediatery rele-
vant to the description of cross-reference in the ,'rnfluen-

zal" arti.cle (a thorough discussion is provided in the
Robbins' book cited -- chapter 3 and in GEMp -- chapter 3) .

The form of the referential indicates its grammatical

standing in the secondary sentence in which it occurs: -o
is subject, -om is object, -ere, -€rtr -y, and how are ad_

verbials (or subordinate clauses). The wh- proform which

is in various occurrences referential to phrases of differ-
ing grammatical categories:

to a noun (in subject and object positions),
as in, @.9. r Myron brought back pizza,
WHICIi Bernice craves.

to an adjective, as in r €.g. r Robin is per-
ceptive, WHICH Miles is decidedly not
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to a verb along with its complenent, as
in, e.g. I The committee should revise the
prosran, WHICH they probably wiITT
to a sentence, as in t e.g,, A poacher killed
a black rhino, WHICH prompted an offiEfal-Tnqrf

WhiLe for certain referentiaL forms, it has proven

difficuLt to state restrictions which specify the position

of the referend, restrictions are perhaps easier to
state for the wh- proforms. As noted above, the wh- pro-

forms occupy positions of specifiable grammaticaL status

in the secondary sentence. Phrases of time are referred
to by -en, those of manner by -ow (how) r f refers to
those of reason, and -ere is referential to phrases per-

taining to condition or place (GEMP 3.231. The referend

generally immediately precedes the wh- form; in some sen-

tences there is an intervening preposition t €.g., It is
a problen for which there is no general so1ution.70 There

are exceptions as with the "detached" relative clause,

(3) l4v sister 1eft, 9ilHO is always in a hurry.

or in st.ylistic permutations:

(41 ...even if, WHICH I do not for a momenc
believe, this island or a larqe part of it
were subiugated and starving, then our

struggle.
(Churchill, in The Second World War, p. 104,
cited in Carden 1982 23721

Ambiguities in respect to the referend are possible. Thus,

NPN phrase in:which may refer to the entire preceding

(5) Lois resolved the argument in the discussion
which Hal provoked.

or just to the discussion.
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rn (6) :

(5) Oistrakh recorded a concerto which we
know that Prokofiev conposed.,

that is ambiguousl,y referentiaL either to a concerto or

a concerto which we know.

8,2 Wh- Interroqatives. Wh- forms in interrogatives have

several connections with referentials. Wh- interrogatives,

at least those which are guestions {What do vou require

for the task?), can be described as epiphoric in that they

call for "r, "n"".r.71 Answers to these questj-ons are often

systematically related to the wh- proform. In Hi2rs des-

cription of these interrogatives, a rquestioner' function

g applies to phrases which are short answers and forms

from them a wh: phrase, e.9., q(in Wisconsin)=where or in
which state; qlabouL lazz)=about what.72 In an operator

granmar analysis, what, who, etc. in interrogatives are

regarded as pronouns of disjunctions. The disjuncts in
simple cases, i.e., where the domain of arguments is finite
and known, include the answer among therl. In other cases,

€.g., t^Ihat did Julius win?, the pronominal -at is formed

as a disjunction of indefinites t €.g. r some one thing or

somethinq e1se.73

Yet another line of approach would describe, for

example, who in Who came? as a referential to its answer,

e.9., Judv. Replacement of who by Judv yields -- with

an alteration in intonation -- Judv came which is a conse-

guence of the question-answer pair Who came? Judy. This
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seems to be a promising approach -- it would elide the

difficulty mentioned earLier (section 1.1) that a ques-

tj.on is not an acceptable argument of the conseguence

relation, and it clearly (that is, most easily) accommo-

dates short ansners -- fulL ansvJers present compl.ications.

StiLl-, extending the analysis beyond the simplest cases

entails complicated adjustments (section 5.21 which re-

quires further consideration. Connections between refer-

entials and wh- interrogatives are examined again in sec-

tion 9 -

8.3. Other Wh- Constructions. A more extensive dis-

cussion of tire gh- proforms would reguire consideration

of (a) their occurrence in complements of various verbs

and adjectives , e.g., I know where SaL1y went/what to do.,

(b) what in "extraction" sentences, e.9., What nonald

wants is to beerne_].j.n9., A bike is what Caroline most

desires, and (c) the that which forrn as in, €.9., I will

eat that which Barbara cooks. AIt of these constructions

has some connection to referential occurrences of wh- pro-

forms. The sentences in (a) are paraphrastic to I know

the place where sallv went/the thing (act) for me to do, in

which there are determinative occurrences of the definite

article (section 8.4). In (b), what is analyzable as a

reduced form of that which (GEMP, sections I.5 and 8.I);

that which is itself obtained from two occurrences of the
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indefinite !!{, €.9., A bike is that; that Caroline most

desires (cf. the derivations in sectlon 8.1). The analy-

sis of (c) treats that which as self-referring: it is ob-

tained as follows:

(i) I will eat something; said
same as a thing mentioned;
Barbara cooks.

-+ (ii) I will eat something; said
which Barbara cooks.

+ (iii) I will eat something which
Barbara cooks.

something is the
said thing

something is that,

is that which

The indefinite somethinq which is is zeroable as in the

analysis of the restrictive relative clause, resul_ting in
I will eat that which Barbara cooks. A replacement proce-

dure for the referentials in such sentences is not clear.
This is because of the self-reference involved; in (i)

said thinq is referential to the preceding thing, while

mentioned in turn refers epiphorically to thing in the

third component senten"".74 Some possibilities of re-
placement are discussed below in relation to determina-

tive occurrences of the.

8.4. The Definite Article. In terms of the preceding

discussion the analysis of the definite article the is
more easily understood. Here the is obtained as a reduc-

tion from that which (or: one who) is N. The definite
article thus has an apposition to it the noun (N) which

is a modifier of that. The reduction points to, although

it is not based upon, the historical relation of the to a
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demongtrative form, The is treated as a noun -- that --
and is obtained upon zerotng which is (GE!,tp 5.3G1 .

In the case of the anaphoric use of !s, that is
referential- to a previous occurring phrase. In l7,t

(71 They forwarded a notion. THE MOTION
was rejected.

that (in that which is a motionl has as its antecedent

a motion (which thev forwarded). the noun in apposition

to the is often a cLassifier of the referend. For in-
stance, in

(8) A warbler rested on a long branch. Then
THE BIRD flew off.

bird is a classifier of warbler (A warller is a bird).
Another use of the, I will -- following Robbins

(1958) and others -- call "determinative". In its deter-

minative use the precedes a noun to which a right adjunct

is attached, for instance3

(9) The artist who had been exiled from Spain
returned.

where who had been exiled from Spain is the right adjunct

adjoined to artist. (9) is obtained as fol-lows:

(i) One is an artist; said artist had
been exiled from Spain.

-> (ii) One is an artist who had been exiled
from Spain. (by reduction of said
artist to who)

(iii) Someone is one mentioned; said one is
an ariist who had been exiled from Spain.

-+(iv) Someone is one who is an artist who had
been exiled from Spain. (one who is akin
to that which discussed in section 8.3)
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Someone is the artist who had been
exiled from Spain. (one who is an
artist is redirced to 64ffi1-
Someone - said someone is the artist
who had been exiled from Spain - re-
turned.

(vil

+(vii) Someone who is the artist who had been
exiled from Spain returned. (by re-
duction of said someone to who)

---)(viii)The artist who had been exiled from
Spain returned. (by zeroing of
someone who is)

As is readily seen, the derivation of (9) is guite in-
volved. The zeroing of someone who is in the Last step

accounts for the restrictive effect, i.e., the reference

to that particular artist. From step (iv) it can be seen

that the definite article with following noun in (v) the

artist is epiphori.c to its right adjunct -- who had been

exiled from Spain (see below).

Two other uses of the definite article should be

noted. one, termed "uni-gue" (Robbins t "indexical'r ) , com-

prises such occurrences as the sun, lhe Eiffel Towel. The

The other is the "generic" use seen in:

(f0) The aardvark is an often naligned animal.

In both cases the is a reduction from that which is N.

This analysis accounts for the fact that in:

(I1) The falcon threatens to become extinct.

no one falcon so threatens but the class (indicated by

that) . ''

In GEMP (section

occurrences of the can

5.36) it is suggested that "unigue"

be analyzed as instances of the
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detenninative use, e,9., lhat (unlque thinq) which is a

to$rer which is called Eiffel-) the toeter called Eiffel
(+the Eiffel tower). A like analysis may be given for

the "generic" use r €.g., that which is a species which

is called aardvark-) the species called aardvark (the

aardvark). If such analyses are supPortable, then the

in (nearly) all of its occurrences is referential.

In Beverly Robbinsr The Definite Article in English

Transformations, it is proposed that anaphoric occurrences

of the are derived from determinative ones. Replacement

of anaphoric the in (7) gLgf forwaraea a motion

motion was re'iected yiel-ds, in respect to a rule which

detaches the second sentence, the sentence:

(Lzl The motion which they forwarded was rejected.

The replacement can -- omitting details -- be written:

51(Nt) . (S, (the Nt) SZ (!he Nrwh-proNt St (-N1) ) . A text

consisting of Thev forwarded a motion followed by (f2) has

the occurring determinatively. In Robbins' analysis ana-

phoric the is obtained from the determinative use by repe-

titionally zeroing the adjunct (in (Lzl which they for-

warded) .

Other referentials can be related to, or are special

cases of, the definite article in its determinative use.

Those can be regarded as epiphoric to its right adjunct in:

smoke distrust those who don't,76

of the sort {or: kind) in:

(13) PeoPle who

Such is analyzable as
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(IA1 The Law of value Is not a natural Law

such that govern physlcal phenomena.

In certain positions, e,g. t before a complement intro-
duced by that or Sr so can be considered a reduction of

for the purpose (or: reason)

(15) One works so (=for the purpose) that one
may eat.

The personal pronouns (he, she, !!, higr her, etc.)

in their referential occurrences are -- as has often been

noted -- definite, and do not occur with determiners and

modifiers, €.g. t there is no the it or young he. Robbins

(1968:section 4.3) proposes that these referential pro-

forms are substitutes for an anaphoric the N, in construc-

tions of the form: SL(N1) Conjunction S*(proNr) where in

the left conjunct N, is preceded by a (and an optionally

occurrj-ng adjective) and may be followed by a right ad-

junct. Thus he in:
(15) An old wizard came to the door when he

heard a loud knock.

would be derived from an anaphoric the old wizard.77 This

analysis rnight be extended to include proper names or

quantificationaL expressions as referends by use of classi-

fiers I e.g., Ted Williq4q i{as well-known when he (= the man

called rTed Williamsr) was guite young; Anyone can fool

Arthur if he (= the person) tries hard enough. Some such

use of classifiers is presumed in sorting out various pro-

per names as typical of those belongi-ng to men (he) or

women (she).
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fn analyzlng cross-reference ln the nlnfLuenzal.tr

article, I do not consider determinative occurrences of

the definite article. There remain several probl.ems to

be confronted in respect to this usage. The decision as

to whether a particular occurrence of the j-n the article
is, e.g., anaphoric or determinative, has been made seman-

tically, i.€., in respect t'o conseguences of the sentence

containing that occurrence. One cannot sinply say that

phrases of the form the N are anaphoric, whereas those of

the form the N + Ad'iunct are epiphoric. In sentence

193.1.6 of the article, it is stated that Cellular anti-
qens were injected into the pad of the rabbitrs hind

foot...; this sentence is the referend of the injection of

antiqen in the succeed.ing sentence. Again, aftet mention

of the endermal injection of active vaccine-virus in 193.3.3

the authors speak of multiplication of the virus introduced

(in 193.3.5) where the is felt to be anaphoric to active

vaccine-virus. One guestion is then the provision of a

syntactic criterion or procedure by which occurrences of

gte in its different uses could be distinguished. Another

question is the statement of replacement in epiphoric

(determinative) instances of the. In The man who phoned

left, the man is epiphoric to the adjunct who phoned; how-

ever the adjunct cannot be simply substituted for the

referential. As noted in the derivation of (9) before,

the difficulty is related to the self-referential one who

(or: that which) : One who is a man who phoned left. HLz
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has suggested that an adjustnent of the referend to some-

one who phoned would allow for an acceptable replacements

Soneone who phoned left. This replacement woul.d have

the advantage of isolating the contribution of the in

The man who phgred Left, here rparticular in respect to

the nodifierr. Further study is needed.

Other occurrences of the in the article cannot be

taken as anaphoric nor inmediately as determinative. For

example, in sentence L98.2.2, the heart occurs with no

evident antecedent. Rather than setting up such occur-

rences as "unigue" the definite article is considered an

"announcer" of a zero-referential t Q.g. t of the animal.

Here the animal is anaphoric and the announcer the is

determinative. Another line of analysis would be to

assume a tacit sentence t e.g., Rabbits have hearts from

which one can derive a sentence with an available refer-

end. In this case the in the heart is assimilated to

anaphora.

9. Referentials and Grammatical Cateqories. The present

section briefly notes some connections between referen-

tial pro-forms and the grammatical categories of the

phrases to which they refer. Phrases of a particular

grammatical category may be referred to by a number of

pro-forms. As welI, some proforms are referential in dif-

ferent occurrences to phrases of differing grammatical

categories. fn section 9.1, a rather partial survey of
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these relations is presented. Referential phrases them-

gelveg are analyzable as functors in terms of a cate-

gorial grammari this option is noted in section 9.2.

FinaLly, section 9.3 examines the relation between the

granmatical categories of phrases which can be questioned

by various wh- forms and those categories to which cross-

references are made.

9.1. Survev. (A) Nouns and noun phrases are referends of

particular occurrences of g, the definite personal pro-

nouns @r she, it and their possessive and reflexive

counterparts, !!!g, that (the plural forms these, those) ,

who, which, and other forms. Definite personal pronouns

vrere discussed in the preceding section as were the rela-

tive pronouns.

(1a) Gary sold a

to a noun -- aLong with its modifier

one itseLf:

blue Mercedes while Efrarn
bought ONE.

(1b) Gary sold a blue Mercedes while Efran
bought an orange ONE.

More precisely, one cross-refers to the nominal phrase in

the select,j-on (rmeaning') it has in the sentence containing

it. In l2l z

(21 Wilson has a chair and Terence has ONE.,

One cross-refers

if it is not carrying

either Wilson and

or both are owners

Terence are welL-established professors

of furniture, but not Wilson one thing
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and Terence another. The forrn one also occurs as a

numeral, often serving to introduce a plural zeto-

referential, e.g, t PauL purchased several roses and of-
fered Hilda one (of them).

In Judith despises her husband, the possessive deter-

miner her does not belong to the same grammatical cate-

gory as its referend (Judithl. However, as noted earl.ier,

her can be analyzed as a possessive functor applied to,

€.g., she.

(B) Verbs along with their compl-ements are referred

occurrences of do, do so, so do, and !!, as well

these forms with, e.g., negations do not. In (3):

(3) Victor parachuted and Wendy did it too.,

there may be some guestion as to the referential status of

did: did could be considered a tense carrier with it
referential (to the verb) replaceable by (a bit of) para-

chuting. It in the previously noted:

(4) Alice writes short stories. She likes IT
well enough.

has as its referend either writes short stories or the

entire preceding sentence. Replacement of it in either

case reguires a nominalization -- writing short stories

and her writing of short stories (alternatively, that she

writes short stories) respectively.

Sentential and infinitival complements are cross-

referred to by it, that, and this:
(5) I regret IT that vou canr'b come to our picnic.
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(6) IT is a pleasure to hear Brendel.

(7) Evert wants to qo huntlnq. He likes THAT.

be noted that the argument indicator !@! seen

(8) Franz hypothesized that the moon
is made out of cut g1ass.

historically fron a referential occutt"n"".78

occurrences of this, that (these, those) as well

E, and which are Pro-adjectival as in:

(9) Sue is delirious, WHICH Babs is not.

(10) wi1Ly bought a slender volume. He

adores SUCH volumes.

(11) Larqe explosions shatter glass- THESE

ExpTosions should be reduced.

The pro-forms there and where can have as ante-

locational PN-Phrases as in:

(12) The soldiers were billet,ed at an inn,
WHERE they dined on venison.

Then and when cross-refer to tenporaL PN-phrases --
(13) Rosie woke up in the early inornrng. It

"ii-rHnN 
thaiffi.

In (14), so is referential to a manner adverbial:

(f4) HeifeLz played the last movement in
a ipriteiul-manne-r; -he.played So,Ts
the score was marked vlvace.

(E) pro-sentential referentials include which, this,

that, and it' e.g.:
(f5) The bombinq had left manv.homgless-

tHfS didnrt bother the colonel-

(161 Rav stormed around the room' WHICH
in turn angered Jane.
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The conjunctional particles thug, therefore, and so can

in certain positions be taken as composed of a conjunc-
tion together with a preposition plus a pro-sentential
referential:

(17) Terry was performing Saturday.
t

came to the concert.

certain of the above-mentioned proforms cross-refer
in various occurrences to phrases of different grammati-

cal categories. rt for exampLe refers to noun phrases,

verbs, and sentences (cf. this, that, so, which). The

occurrence of this and that (also these and those) as both
pro-nominal and pro-adjectivar may be explained in some

instances as the effect of zeroing a noun, e.g.,
(18) Waldo stationed a large bible on

the edge of a shelf. Later THIS
(1arge bible) fe11.

9.2. Referentials as Functors. The discussion of grammati-

ca1 categories (g.c.s ) up to this point has been informal,
making use of traditionalry acknowledged terms. chapter 2

discusses the grammatical categories established in an

operator grammar of English (section 2.1) as well as those

constructed for a sublanguage of cellular immunology. An

operator grarnmar -- as presented in GEMP -- can be con-

sidered as a restricted form of a categorial gr.**"r.79
Lehrberger presents another way of establishing the g.c.
of a referential phrase in Functor Analysis of Natural

Language. rn this work, a structured text is an assignment
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of functors and arguments (some categories are perhaps

regarded as primltive) to the strings of a text; group-

ings are indicated by numerals written under the grammati-

ca1 assignment. (19) is an exampl.e (somewhat simplified)

of a structured text:
(19) Cynthia visited Pittsburgh.

N (S;N_N) N
I 3r2 2

In the example, tN' stands for noun, and r(S;N_N) | for a

functor which forns a sentence out of two nouns (tense is

ignored herel. In Lehrbergerrs analysis referentials are

functors. Thus, a sentence containing a referential whose

antecedent is in another sentence is an open sentence.

The string she as iE occurs in text (20):

(201 Cvnthia visited Pittsburgh. SHE
thought Pittsburgh was rather small.

is assigned the g.c. (N;N). That is, it is a functor

which takes a noun argument (indicated to the right of

the semicolon), namely its referend -- grnthia and forms

out of it a nominal phrase, i.e., she (Cynthia) . The

grarnmatical category of so in:

(2Ll Cynthia thought Pittsburqh was small.
I thought SO as well,

would be -- again, simplifying for purpose of il-lustra-

tion --(S;S): the referend of so is Pittsburqh was snal-I

of the grammatical category S. The sentential phrase

formed, i.e., so (Pittsburgh was small) , is in turn an

argument of the functor thouqht in the second sentence of

(21) .80
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9.3. Interroqatives and Referential.s. There appears

to be a cLose connection between the grammatical cate-
gories of phrases which can be question by wtr- interroga-
tives and the gramrnaticar categories of phrases which can

serve as referends. This is briefly illustrated in (ZZl-

(261 where the underlined phrase can be referred to by

the referential beneath it and questioned by the interroga-
tive form to the right:

(221 ilohn produced
HE

(231 Ethel worked
THERE

(241 Because he needed to eat, Bill worked.
SO (as in He needed to eat. So Bill

IT

in the cellar.

Who;What

Where

why
worked. )

(251 Janis fished in the morninq. When
?HEN

(251 Alex played the cello in a soft manner. Howr
The correspondence does not hord for all grammatical cate-

gories. That is, there are referentiaLs to phrases of

grammatical categories for which there is no direct wh-

interrogative. In English, adjectives can be normally

questioned only by way of a classifier, €.g., classical
in Tom prefers classical music is questioned by What kind/

sort/tvpe (of music). The adjective in this sentence can

have the proform such which, as mentioned in section g.41,

can be related to of that kin!. As well, there is no direct
questioning of verbs; verbs can be quesioned in some cases

via a nominalization t e.g., Anton is working at an auto

master
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of functors and arguments (some categories are perhaps

regarded as primltive) to the strings of a text; group-

ings are indicated by numerals written under the grammati-

cal assignment. (19) is an example (somewhat simplifiedl

of a structured text:
(191 Cynthia visited Pittsburgh.

N (S;N-N) N

I 3 L2 2

In the exanple, tN' stands for noun, and | (S;N_N) t for a

functor which forms a sentence out of two nouns (tense is

ignored here). In Lehrbergerrs analysis referentials are

functors. Thus, a sentence containing a referential whose

antecedent is in another sentence is an open sentence.

The string she as iE occurs in text (20l. z

(20) Cvnthia visited Pittsburgh. SHE
thought Pittsburgh was rather snall.

is assigned the g.c. (N;N). That is, it is a functor

which takes a noun argument (indicated to the right of

the semicolon), namely its referend -- grnthia and forms

out of it a nominal phrase, i.e., she (Cynthia) . The

grammatical category of so in:

(2Ll Cynthia thought Pittsburqh was smaIl.
I thought SO as well.

would be -- again, simplifying for purpose of iLlustra-

tion --(S;S): the referend of so is Pittsburqh was snal-I

of the grammatical category S. The sentential phrase

formed, L.e., so (Pittsburqh was small), i-s in turn an

argument of the functor thouqht in the second sentence of
QN

(21) .""
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9.3. Interroqatives and Referentia!.s. There appears

to be a cLose connection between the grammatical cate-
gories of phrases which can be question by wh- interroga-
tives and the gramnatical categories of phrases which can

serve as referends. This is briefly illustrated in (221-

(261 where the underrined phrase can be referred to by

the referential beneath it and guestioned by the interroga-
tive form to the right:

(221 ,John produced a masterpiece Who;WhatHE IT

(23l- Ethel worked in the cellar.re-
(241 Because he ne_eded to eat, Bill worked.

o eat. So Bill

Where

why
worked. )

(251 Janis fished in the morninq. When
THEN

(261 Alex played the cel1o in a soft manner. Howr
The correspondence does not hold for al-l grammatical cate-
gories. That is, there are referentials to phrases of
grammatical categories for which there is no direct wh-

interrogative. In English, adjectives can be norrnally

questioned only by way of a classifier, €.9., classical
in Tom prefers classicar music is questioned by what kind/
sort/tvpe (of music). The adjective in this sentence can

have the proform such which, as mentioned in section 9.41,

can be related to of that kind. As well, there is no direct
questioning of verbs; verbs can be guesioned in some cases

via a nominalization t e.g., Anton is working at an auto
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plant (what is Anton .doinq?!. sentences can only be

questioned by such forns as what happened/occurred?, where-

as there are severaL referential forms with sentential
antecedent,s.

Interestingly, there are a number of linguistic
and grammatical categories which are not referred to
pro-forms and which cannot be questioned directly by

interrogatives. Thus, prepositions and conjunctions

otr althouqh, etc.) by themselves, there and it as j,n

There is a tree, Itrs raininq, and semantically weak verbs

(occurs, takes place) are not directly questioned by wh-

forms (these forms might be questioned intonationally in
echo-questions). Nor are these forms (and phrases of these

categories) referred to by particular pro-forms, except by

recourse to metalinguistic referentials t €.g. t the second

word. The (partial) listing given above roughly coincides

with that given by medieval logicians of rsyncategorematar.

In modern logic, such expressions are often referred to as

rimproper symbolsr. This result recalls the Tractarian

position of Wittgenstein that logical- constants cannot be

pictured but only shown.

10. Referentials and Variables. A number of grammatical

analyses identify various occurrences of referential
phrases with variables. Koster (1979:1) states that

"anaphoric expressions are variables the identity of which

is determined by the linguistic and/or non-linguistic con-

text". In Montaguers model-theoretic semantics, free

forms

by

wh-

(and,

81
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variables feature in "contexts of use,' vrhrch treat indexi-
cal forms t €.g., demonstratives, whereas other occurrences

of proforrns are considered bound variables,82 l{ithin the
generativist tradition there are several differing accounts

which focus on occurrences of referentials interpretabre
as bound variabLes.S3 Rather than to examine each of these

proposals in turn, the present section first "isolates"
particular feat,ures of variables in respect to rogical
systems where their character is most clearry defined and

then scrutinizes their connection to cross-reference in
a natural language (EngLish).

10.1 variables in svstems of Loqic. within various sys-

tems of 1ogic, several features of variables are identi-
fiable. A grammar for a particular logic will assign to
variables as they occur in a formula certain grammatical

categories (g.c.s ). For instance, to ,x' as it occurs in
the formula -- x + 9 = 11, one may assign the g.c. N.

There may also be functional variables in the systen, i.e.,
variables for which functors are substitutable salva

grammaticae, e.9., 2 t. 9 = 11, for which a functor, 'i,,
is substitutable. There are variables on1-y for such ex-

pressions as are assigned a grammatical category; thus,

there are no variables for, e.g., the parentheses used as

grouping devices. Some systems of logic have for each

phrase of a particular g.c. a variable of that g...84
Generally, only one grammatical category is assigned to a
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variable. In that caEe, its spectrum is Eaid to be one:

"the grammatical spectrum of a variable as it occurs in
a formuLa j.s the set of g.c.s in which the variable
occurs" lBii L967 z1l5) .

Associated with each variabLe in a given logical sys-

tem is a range of substitution. For a particuLar variable

in a formula any phrase of the same g.c. as that of the

variabl-e may be substituted yielding a well.-formed formula.

That is, the range of substitution is coextensive with the

9.c. of the variable. While rrange of substitution of a

variable' is thus a syntactic concept, the justification
of the rule of substitution is semantic, i.€., substitu-

tion must preserve truth.
rThe range of values of a variable' is a different

semantic notion. The range consists of those entities
which are named (denoted, designated, etc.) by phrases

of the g.c. of a given variable.

Finally, essential to the concept of a variable is
that it can be bound by an operator. In faniliar systems

of logic quantifiers are the only operators. Other sys-

tems rnay include the definite description operator ('?,r,
the abstraction operator (' I ') , etc. In the systems

of Ledniewski , viz. ontology and protothetics, the quanti-

fiers themselves are not assigned to a particular g.c.

One reason for this is that a quantification and the

formula within the scope of the quantificational operator

are both of a sentential g.c. independently of the Level of
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the quantified variable 1 a.5.1 individual-, functional-,

or sententiat -phtu"u".85

Quine, in many of his writings, has stressed the pro-

nominal character of variables.36 The focus on pronouns

as opposed to other pro-forms is tied to his endorsement

of first-order logic in which there is one kind of vari-

abLe which has as its range of values the ontological

category of individuals. Quine (L962:671 renders the

rather verbose sentence (I):
(1) Whatever number you may seLect, it will

turn out, whatever number you may next
seLect, that the latter j.s less than,
egual to, or greater than the forner.

as:

(21 whatever, number (whatever, number

(:-tr< itr.v -ltZ = itr.v.itZ) it1) )

It is noted that the device of subscripts of different 1et-

ters is rendered in English by means of the former, the

latter, or in some cases by the first, the second, etc.

As he later (p. 70) states "the variables have no meaning

beyond the pronominal sort of meaning which is reflected

in translations...; they merely serve to indicate cross-

references to various positions of quantification", some-

thing which is graphically noted in the device of curved

lines (Ibid., p. 70).

LO.2. A Comparison of Referentials and Variab]es.

10.21 Open Sentences. Earlier (section 1.1) it was sug-

gested that certain sentences containing pro-forms, €.9.,
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He is a bov, be regarded as open sentences , L.e., sen-

tences with an occurrence of a free variable. Thus, the

sentence above woul.d be rendered as : x is a bov. Much

as x + 2 = 11 is not evaluabl.e as to its truth or faLsit.y

untiL x j-s specified, it is said that he requires speci-

fication to evaluate He is a bov. Such specificationr sdy

as Evan, determines then a rclosedr sentence.

It is not clear whether this position, i.e.r that

EngLish, for instance, contains sentences with free vari-
abl.es, can be sustained. The distinction between open

and closed sentences in loqical systems presumes the state-

ment of a domain, which is generally fixed but may be ex-

tended under particular conditions. Moreover, as noted in

section 2.1, in certain cases the recognition of a phrasefs

referential status assumes recognition of its referend (in

He who steals mv purse steals trash, he reguires no speci-

ficationi the phrase he who has the sense of "whoever").

The tendency to assimilate certain sentences with pro-forms

to ones containing free variables may derive from the

assumption that certain phrases are referential in all of

their occurrences. A related abstraction of sentences

apart from their occurrences in discourses might reinforce

this tendency.

L0.22 Variables and Grammatical Cateqories. The 'range

of substitution' associated with variables bears contrast

with a feature of pro-forms -- namely, that their range of
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co-occurrence, L.e., sel.ecti.on, ie egual to the sun of
the co-occurrence ranges of alL members of the granmati-

cal category to which they bel.ong. For instance, "the
sum of V-co-occurrences of @, she, it equaLs the sum of
the V-co-occurrences of al1 N't (Harris , LgS?:419). Note

however that this does not state that for a given pro-form

one can substitute any phrase of the same granmatical

category as that pro-form. Moreover, for certain occur-

rences of pro-forms, e.g., she, one can substitute only a

particular subcLass of N, i.e., a feminine subclass. per-

haps the disjunction of, €.g., he, she, it, will jointly
allow for substitution of any N. still, differently from

variables which do not permit any overlap in their range

of substitution, h€, she, and it can overlap in extension

(cf . section 6.21 .

The situation
phrases which are

For forms such as

not encountered in

stitution requires

of the sentence.

is yet more complicated in the case of

not of a nominal grammatical category.

do so there are considerations of tense

variabLes. For pro-sentences, sub-

a deformation, e.9., a nominalization

Notwithstanding these complications, a comparison of

referentials and variables in respect to range of substitu-
tion poses questions of substantial grammatical interest.
One is the general availability of pro-forms for phrases

of particular grammatical categories in given sentences
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(addressed briefly in section 9).

mine for various referentials the

placement by referends.

Another is to deter-

conditions of their re-

L0.23. RuIe of Substitution. Another point of comparison

between referentials and variables is provided by the rule

of substitution. In accord with this rule, if a substitu-

tion is made for one occurrence of a variable, then that

substitution is made for aLl of its occurrences within the

scope of the operator, e.9., a guantifier. The situation
in English differs: in

(3) Every $roman knows that her marital status
and her education will be questioned by her
Prospective employer.,

one cannot -- assuming some formulation of the substitu-

tion rule -- readily substitute, €.9., Jane, for all
occurrences of the putative variable t e.9., Jane knows that

Jane's marital status and Janers education will be ques-

tioned bv Janers prospective emplover. Moreover, as

stressed above, replacement of a referential often re-

quires an adjustment in grammatical categories, for in-
stance, the alteration of a sentential referend into a

noun phrase via a nominalization. Fina1ly, unlike ordinary

logics, English has referential pro-forms which have a

tgrammatical spectrum' greater than one -- for example, it,
this, and which (cf. section 9.1). In sentence (4), it

occurs as referential to phrases of different grammatical

categories in its various occurrences:
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a surprise that the amendment, had(41 IT, was

thirty senators voting against fTr.

Combinatory logic may afford a nore adequate basis for
comparison -- here phrases can bel.ong to more than one

granmatical category and a replacement procedure can be

stated in which not all occurrences of a variable are

simultaneously replaced. 87

L0.24. ReferentiaLs as Bound VariabLes. A number of

authors have sugqested that certain pro-forms -- for
instance, his, she, and himself in (5)-(7) -- have a

reading in which the pro-form is interpretable as a

bound variable (rendered in (5')-(7')).
(5) Every poet bothers his nother.

(6) Some actress passed a screentest she had dreaded.

(71 Every adolescent dislikes himself.

(5') (every x: x a poet) (x bothers x's nother)

(6') (some x: x an actress) (x passed a screen-
test x had dreaded)

(7') (every x: x an adoLescent) (x dislikes x)

In (5) his is regarded as bound by the restricted universal

quantifier seen in (5'); in (5) she is bound by a re-

stricted particular quantifier of (cf. (5')). Both (5)

and (5) have readings in which his and she cross-refer

to some preceding phrase, @.g., Frankrs, Luci, respectively.

(7) only has the reading which is rendered in (7').
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A 'bound variable readingr has also been proposed

for sentences such as:

(8) Max aggravates his customers and so
does Ralph.

where

toners

(81 has as a conseguence: Ralph aqqravates his cus-

( (8) aLso has a reading from which Ralph aqqravates

Maxts customers follows). (8) would then be rendered as:

(8') (lx) (x aggravates x's custoners) (Max) and
( I x) (x aggravates xrs customers) {Ralp[1 88

Use of the abstraction operator (' I ') here is in line with

the suggestion made earlier (section 2.3) that in sentences

like (8) reference can be made to a functor, poss, in ab-

straction from its argument. Note that the two readings

are also distinguishable in respect to the order of replace-

ment: in the first one mentioned, so does cross-refers to

aqgravates his customers; in the second, his is replaced

(Poss (Max) ) and so doqg refers to aggravates (poss (Max)

custoners.

Sentences such as (5)-(7) pose a problem in respect

to the definition of referentials in section 5.3. Simple

substitution of, e.g., everv poet for his in (5) yields

a sentence -- Everv poet bothers everv poetrs motheg --
which is neither a paraphrase nor a conseguence of (5).

A replacement procedure for his and other rbound' pro-

forms is not readily available.

Quantification in English is not only rendered by

quantifying phrases which are modifiers of noun phrases.

In English (and other Indo-European languages) quantifica-
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tion j.s often effected by tenporal adverbs, e.g., A poet

alwavs bothers his nother. , cf. Russellrs use of this in
his PrincipLes of Mathematics and in principia. certain
manner adverbials serve as quantifiers, e.g., as a rule
in Robins are as a rule builders of nexts (cf. typicaLly,
exclusivelv). plural suffixes are also a means of render_
ing quantification: parents are rate-risers. with plurals,
as was noted (section 6.3), collective and distributive
usages are to be distinguished -- onLy the latter use as

in whales are mammiferous corresponds to quantificational
rogic: a class logic corresponds to the corlective use in
Falcons are becominq extinct. Quantifiers such as wherever,
whatever, somehow and guantification as in Every crossing

argue against any sim_
ple scheme of first-order logic.

The focus on guantificational noun phrases (every

pianist, each sparrow) in the literature might suggest that
quantifiers are to be understood by attribution, i.e., as

elements in a model. while Montague (1973) has shown for
some guantifiers the semantic eguivalence of their status
as noun phrases and as sentence operators, it isn't clear
whether a reduction to noun phrases is performable in all
of the cases given above. Even vrere a reduction possible,
there would rernain the question whether it was not arbi-
tary.

Rather than as elements in a model, quantifiers are

arguably understood in respect to the raws which govern them.
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ment: in the first one mentioned, so does cross-refers to

aqgravates his customers; in the second, his is replaced

(Poss(Max)) and so does refers to aggravates (poss(Max)

customers.

Sentences such as (5)-(7) pose a problern in respect

to the definition of referentials in section 5.3. Simple

substitution of, e.g., everv poet for his in (5) yields

a sentence -- Everv poet bothers everv poetrs mother --
which is neither a paraphrase nor a consequence of (5).

A replacement procedure for his and other 'bound' pro-

forms is not readily available.

Quantification in English is not only rendered by

quantifying phrases which are modifiers of noun phrases.

In English (and other Indo-European languages) quantifica-
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tion is often effected by temporal. adverbs, e.g., A poet

alwavs bothers his mother. , cf. Russerlrs use of this in
his Principles of Mathematics and i.n principia. certain
manner adverbials serve as quantifiers, e.g., as a rule
in Robins are as -a rule builders of nexts (cf . typicar.ry,
exclusivelv). plurar suffixes are also a means of render_
ing quantification: parents are late-risers. with plurals,
as vras noted (section G.3) , colrecti-ve and distributive
usages are to be distinguished -- only the latter use as

in whal-es are mammiferous corresponds to quantificat,ional
logic: a class logic corresponds to the collective use in
Farcons are becominq ext.inct. euantifiers such as wherever,
whatever, somehow and guantification as in Every crossing

argue against any sim_
ple scheme of first-order logic.

The focus on guantificational noun phrases (every

pianist, each sparrow) in the literature might suggest that
quantifiers are to be understood by attribution, i.e., as

elements in a model. Whi1e Montague (1923) has shown for
some guantifiers the semantic equivalence of their status
as noun phrases and as sentence operators, it isntt clear
whether a reduction to noun phrases is performable in all
of the cases given above. Even hrere a reduction possible,
there would remain the question whether it was not arbi-
tary.

Rather than as elements in a model, quantifiers are

arguably understood in respect to the laws which govern them.
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A view stemming from Peirce (1933) regards sentences with

quantifiers as eguivalent to the infinite produc,t, ('n ')
of infinite sum ('V') of their particularizations, L.e.,
substitutional instances. Where the domain is finite and

listable, particularizations are readiLy stated: the parti-
cular quantifier corresponds to a finite sum of the parti-
cularizations, the universal guantifier to the (finite)
product. For instance, in a school class consisting of

Henrietta, Bob, and Anthony, the sentence Some student in

the class Lost his lunchbaq is equivalent to a disjunc-

tion of three sentences: Henrietta lost her lunchbag, Bob

lost his lunchbaq, Anthonv lost his lunchbag. The domains

involved in normal usage are generally finite and, if not

listable, understood. Some elaboration of this equiva-

lence (to particularizations) may provide a replacement

procedure for 'bound variabler readings, €.9., someone

could be considered a disjunction over some finitely speci-
89rlaDre oomaln.

Another question to be considered in respect to quanti-

fication is the scope of the quantifier. Natural language

differs from quantificational logic in several respects:

(a) in the former, cross-references under some quantifi-

cational operator are not symmetrical as they are in the

latter, (b) whereas variables are identified by use of the

same letter under the same operator, natural languages (e.9.

English) makes use of metalinguistic referentials (section

41, a.g., the formeE/Laxtgr, the fourth mentjoned, a point
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noted implicitly by Quine.90 Most important perhaps is
the fact that quantifiers in English have different scope

properties than those in Logic, and are not restricted to

sentences, e.g. r

(9) Someone walked across the stadium. He
vJas carrying a torch.

where he can be taken as bound by someone in the preced-
91r-ng sencence.

It. Assertion. A topic of some interest, addressed by

Karttunen in his paper "Discourse Referents", concerns

the relation of cross-reference to assertion. Many cross-

references are sensitive to whether sentences -- or, dis-

tinguished parts of them, which cont,ain the referential and

referend -- are asserted or not. Consider (1)

(1) Do you have a bike? I need TT/THE BIKE.

In (1), it or the bike cannot cross-refer to a bike (vou

have) as vou have a bike is not asserted in the text.
Similarly, if the phrase a weosel is interpreted non-

specifically in (21, i.e., as "any weasel":

(2') I doubt Francesca bought a weasel . IT/
THE WEASEL is furry.,

it (or: the vreasel) cannot be construed as referential to

a weasel (Francesca bouqht); under the (higher operator)

doubt with subject I, the sentence Prancgsca bouqht a

weasel is not asserted.92 By way of contrast, cross-refer-

ence is possible if the first sentence of (21 is followed

by I saw ONE vesterday or by THEY make rather odd pets.
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The subject. of the higher operator (doubt in (2,t abovel

is rel.evant to the possibil.ity of cross-reference, as is
illustrated by texts (3) and (41:

(3) l{ilfred doubts Francesca bought a
weasel. But I saw IT.

(4) l{ilfred doubts Francesca bought a
weasel. But he saw IT in the garden
yesterday.

(3) and (4) permit a cross-reference between it and a

weasel (Francesca bouaht); my seeing the weasel that

Francesca has bought is consistent erith Wilfredrs doubts.

Text (4) is not an instance of inconsistency if one sup-

poses that the second sentence of the text occurs under a

zeroed higher operator, the performative I say (GEMP 2.61.

fense is also relevant:

(5) I doubted Francesca bought a weasel. But
she brought IT around yesterday.

In the present work, these questions of assertion are

not taken up; indeed, the topic is not particularly well

understood. As far as can be discerned, these questions

appertain to the scope properties of referentials (con-

trast the behavior of it and one, they above) and opera-

tors which relate to assertion, €.9., tense, the interro-

gative I ask, negation, and not, for instance to referents

(in the sense of section 3.1); similar observations could

be made if a weasel in -"he sentences above vtere replaced

by, e.g., a round square. What appears to be at issue is

a general requirement on the consistency of texts. If the
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guestion in (I) is followed by Do vou need IT? or the first
sentence of l2l by IT would have to be domesticated., it
can be construed as referential. rn the first case, there
is an 'ragreement" in mood; in the latter, use of the sub-
junctive is in accord with the operator doubt. rt nay be

suggested that texts under such higher operators are ac-

ceptabre when consistent with the assumptions supposed of
a speaker of held in a prior science. However, rconsis-

tency in respect to assumptions' is Less an anserer to these

guestions than an orientation which may prove useful in fur-
ther work.93

12. sumrnarv. The present chapter provides sone of the

background needed for the description of cross-reference

in the "Influenzal" article (chapter 4). In the opening

sections a referential relation is characterized as one

which obtains between occurrences of phrases (section 2)

and not by route of extra-linguistic reference (section 3).
The identification.of these cross-references is stated in
a metaringuistic sentence (section 4). The definition of
referential rerationship in section 5.3 makes use of the

notions of paraphrase and conseguence (5.1) and of replace-

menL (5.21 1ooseIy, an occurrence of a phrase (a refer-
ential-) cross-refers to an occurrence of another phrase

(its referend) in a text if replacement of the former by

the latter in respect to a rule of paraphrase or conse-

guence results in a paraphrase or conseguence of the text.
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These introductory sections (sectiong l-5) considered as

well sentencehood, ambiguity, and the role of extra-l.in-
guistic reference in relation to a description of cross-
reference. some detaiLs of cross-reference in English

are presented in succeeding sections with particuLar empha-

sis on topics, e.9., epiphora, which have received scant

attention in the literature. Agreement phenomena are

taken up in section 6, the distinction between anaphora

and epiphora in secti.on 7. section I presents a descrip-
tion of the definite article and the wh- pro-forms in
various constructions. The next three sections approached

some tnore general concerns -- the relation of referentials
to grammatical categories (section 9), to variables in
1-ogic (section l0) and to assertion (section Il).
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FOOTNOTES CHAPfER 1

1. This procedure is set out in sone detaiL in Z. S.
Harris, Mathematical. Structures of Lanquaqe (New york:
Wlley Interscience, 19681 (hereafter EiEed as MSL) , sec-
tion 3.5, and in N. Sager, "Procedure for Left-to-Right
Recognition of Sentence Structurer', TDAP 27, University
of PennsyJ.vania, 1950.

2. For instance, intonations of pause are often cited as
among the features which nay distinguish restrictive and
unrestrictive clauses. Hi| (L974:341) notes that in
lfhe! he was eightv vears gld, RusFell wrote a book, stress

nce to Russel-l
unless the sentence is, e.9., followed by but when T-EF-
eiqhtv, I wilL be senile. Contrast -- for-exElnpTe-Ee-
tween he and I in the extended text above -- appears to
be cloFly reTated to cross-reference- Remarks on these
"suprasegmental" features is episodic in the present work.
Some discussion may be found i.n Bolinger, L979, and Ladd,
1980.

3. The recent government-and-binding theory of Chomsky
represents a departure from this characterization of sen-
tencehood, see Chomsky, 1981:11-14. For some discussion
on the reasons for the departure, see Gross, 1979, and
Ryckman, in progress, chapter 4.

4. The stoic characterization of a sentence as that which
is true or false is addressed in Michael Prede, Die Stoische
Loqik. Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften, 

-
Gottingen. (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, L974, ,
especially section llAc.

5. This concept diverges from that of Frege, in that for
Frege, truth or falsity is assigned to the thought which
is the sense of a sentence, i.e., to "Shtze" (generally
rendered as rpropositionsr). See Gottlob Frege, "The
Thought: A Logical Inguiry", 1956.

6. In regard to this definition, see the axioms of the
conseguence relation stated in paper V of Tarski , L956,
and those discussed in Hi2, L979, especially pp. 345-45.

7. Note , for instance, the cross-references in:

Was von Baer a Naturphilosoph? How shall we view
HIS debate with Meckel and Oken over recapitulation?
Did IT represent a clash over two philosophies or a
disagreement over the interpretation of a common
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franework? (p. s9) Stephenfranevrork? (p. 59) rn Stephen J. Gould, Ontoqeny
and Phvloqerly, Cambridge: Harvard University Press,

a Gould,

L977t,

L The notion of 'textletr is adopted from Harrisl
1953 paper (with C. F. Voegelin) "Eliciting in Linguis-
tics" (paper XXXV in Harris 1970) where it refers to a
text satisfying certain limitations in the distribution
of eLements.

9. On the notion of reading and ambiguity, see HL|, L964.

10. A point made by Pere Juliii, Explanatorv Models in
Linquisticg (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983)
p. L87, footnote 5.

l-I. This is addressed in Hii l-967b and a paper, "Disambi-guation", TDAP 72, also pp. L24-34 in A. J. Greimas, et al
(eds. ), Sign.Language.Culture {The Hague: Mouton, 1970) .

L2. Cf. the discussion of likelihood in an operator
granmar in Harris, A Theorv of Lanquage Structure, to be
pr:blished by O.U. P.

13. Cf. Quine's discussion of occurrence in a formula (or:
sentence) in section 56 of Mathematical Loqic.

14. In section 8.2 (pp. 359-51) of Harris, A Grammar of
English'on Mathematical Principles (New york: Wiley, L982't
(hereafter cited as GEMP), it is considered referential in
such occurrences.

15. At least epiphoric referentials cannot be identified
as such straightforwardly. If the first sentence of (4)
introduces a text or paragraph, there is some anticipation
that the, e.g. theory, will be further specified. See
chapter 5, section 4 for some related discussion.

16. P. 58 of Frege, "On Sense and Reference", 1952.

L'l. Relational nouns are discussed in section L2 of H:-2,
"Referentials". As classifiers relational nouns rnay them-
selves occur as referentials, e.g., the occurrence of
the father in Fred and his son Tim saw the Mets plav. The
EEhe;-Ts a ci
18. See GEMP,
similar words,

section 9.6 for an analvsis of these and
€.g., nevertheless, too.

tn

19. Other options
notion of 'refers

are of course possible t €.g. t using the
partially'.
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20._ On the operation of repetitional zerolng (including
end-zeroing), see GEMP, section 3.4. The reconstruction
presumes a wide-scope reading of a narwhal in (lG). In
the narrow-scope reading, there iilAffi for repeti-
tj.onal reconstructioni the referend is the precedi.ng oc-
currence of a narwhal.

2L. A thorough discussion of a reLated case is provided
in Hiz, L973.

22, A point made in Harris, "A Theory of Language Struc-
ture", American Philosophical Quarterlv, vol, l3 (L9761,
pp. 237-55.

23. Cf. MSL, pp. 51, L26, Note that in transformational
analyses, particularly those appJ.ied to a scientific sub-
language, synonymy and other meaning relations among word-
occurrences are obtained derivatively, i.e., from a para-
phrastic regularization of sentences in a text. See the
discussion in section e. f oFTnffiEi Z.

24. Cf. the discussion of regularization of conjunc-
tional seguences above. The features of the sencences
of set A cited may assist in grammaticalLy distinguishing
the text from the set A.

25. The situation is thus similar to various appropriate
zeroings, where, e.g., I like wine is taken as uI like to
drink hrine" unless the context indicates otherwise. The
idea of applying standard assumptions and the comparison
with appropriateness are due to H. Hi|.
26. In the analysis of chapter 4, I do not note cases in
which the assumption consists of a single classifier sen-
tencet e.g., Influenzal virus is an antiqen, Chapter 3,
section 3.2 provides a listing of some of the relevant
classifier relations used in the description.

27. For instance, Lasnik, L976, and Reinhart, 1983.
Koster, L979, and Partee, L978, make use of the vaguer
notion of rpragrnatic controlr which appears to be essen-
f ia'l 1v p.r!rirralenf tn qtr^nn n9-1.efefenqe bel.t- Con'.r;r'l'lrrq4 r-l ,this noti-on of co-reference has been forwarded with
greater or lesser explicitness. Thus, the remarks made
here in criticism of this notion do not necessarily apply
to each individual position. This section might be read
again after Lhe full presentation of cross-reference in
section 5 below.

28. 'Sameness of referent' was introduced into transforma-
tional-generative grammars j.n connection with, e.g. I the
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[Rlease Note: No text is nissing]
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reflexivization transformation; if the two noun phrases in
The qirl. hit the qirL are taken as identicaL in reference,
the second undergoes obligatory reflexivization, L.e., is
altered to hergg![ (cf. Chomsky ].955:L45-4?r. Gross criti-
cj.zes the a5ffilEon in this work that the two noun
phrases subject to pronominaLization (or: refl.exivization)
need be morphernically identical. (Gross , L9731.

29. The contrast between weak and strong semantics is
stated in Hi2, "The Role of Paraphrase in Grammar", p. 99,
"Referential-s", pp. L4L-42, and other papers.

30. Some acguaintance is presumed with the theories ad-
vanced by, a.g., Frege and Russell.

31. Some of the important resuLt,s in meta-mathematics
concern the extent to which semantical concepts (truth,
conseguence, definability) are reducible to syntactical.
ones for various logical systems. In like fashion, the
interest in this vrork is to see to what extent cross-
references are describable without employinq the concept
of reference.

32. This raises the question how definite personal pro-
nouns, eLc., are granmatically distinguished as pro-forms.
If such forms are to be taken (as in (SC) ) as "havingreference", they might, be considered referentials in the
sense given immediately below.

33. "Referring expressions" are considered by some to be
tied to a speech act of rreferringr. The use of the term
'referentialr, in a sense close to (or: identical with)
that of "referring expressions", is found in Partee I L978,
and Koster, L979. For a Iinguistically-oriented dis-
cussion of singular terms, see chapter 2 of Vendler,
Linquistics and Philosophv. The scare quotes in "definite

o signal the frequent, albeit-
misleading use of Russellrs theory as a grammar of the
definite article. Definite descriptions for Russell do
not refer (cf. Kaplan, L9661 . Robbins (f968:47-57 ) com-
pares various theories of the definite article with a
transformational description. (See also Hi2, L977, and
qonf i nn Q ha] nw Ie Pv-v.r. t

34. R. M. Martin in Truth an!_!enq!g!r-qn (Chicago: Univer-
si.ty of Chicago Pressrees of the termsrdenotationr, rdesignati.onr r t signifj-cation', etc. Wasow
(1979:56ff) includes classes as referents. Some discussion
of plurals in connection with co-reference is presented in
chapter 5 of Chomsky, 1981, and Lasnik, 1981.
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35: ?rege's position is stated in ron sense and Reference'r;
Quiners i-n various of his writings, fot instance, sections
30-32 of Quine, t{ord and Ob.iect (Cambridge: M.I.T. press,
1.960l .

36- such an extension is suggested by the inclusion of
events as an ontologicaL category -- as in the work ofR, M. Martin and Donald Davidson. An analysis of co-
reference along the lines charted by these authors mightnot share the limitations noted in section 3.2 of (SCi as
formulated here. r do not consider these possibilities.
37. ?his is suggested by Robbins (1968:16) .

38, Relativizing the concept of referential to speakerrs
intentions is suggested. in Lasnik 11976:6 fn. 5!. The
suggestion is posed in the face of probrems of the follow-
ing kind. Disjoint reference (related to (sc) )states thata phrase a is not co-referentiaL to a phrase c if there is
no object b such that a refers to b and c refErs to b. In
accord with= the rules wrrictr stipulSte diSjoint refer6nce,
she in she looks like zeLda is not co-referential to zelda.
However, mistaken assertions are possible and it may turn
out that the referent of she is Zelda. In this case, the
sentence is adjudged ungrffiaticaffteinhart 1983:145),
whereas relativizing referentials to speakers' intentions
preserves the stipulated disjoint. reference. The example
and solution can be faulted on two counts: (1) Zelda looks
iust like zelda t_odav. is acceptabre with only oneffi-
at issue (thus, the rules of disjoint reference may be
questioned) and (21 it is doubtful what gain there is intying matters of grammaticality to the problematic onesof intentionality -- in particul-ar it is not clear how
such accounts are subjecl to empirical controls demanded
of scientific theories. For similar qualms, see Ryckman,
chapter 4.

39. McMaster and Hudack, "The Formation of Agglutinins in
lynrp! Nodes", Journal of Experimental l"ledj_cine, vol. 51
(1935) pp. 783-805, p. 789.

40. See Gregory CarIson, Reference to Kinds in English(I.U. Linguistics Club, 1977 i for a model-theoretic account
of similar cases.

4I. Heim, L982, considers the guestions whether indefinite
noun phrases refer. Strangely, MilIts position is not
considered in accord with which a dentist si onif ies a r:'l as^
of dentists. 

LYrr:r*er q vrqr;

42. For instance, in asserting Every rodent has blue eves.,
no assertion of the existence of rodents is made, although
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such an assertion follows from the usuaL rendering of the
sentence into first order logic with an robJectual'
reading of the quantifier. A large literature has deve-
Loped around substitutio:ral., objectual, and Lesniewskian
interpretations of guantification. For a recent discussion,
see Midville, L984, chapter 4, section 5, and references
cited there.

43. The notion of tquasi-replacementr was suggested by
tehrbergerts treatment of cross-reference in Functor

tors and Quasi-Indicators", lngrisel_lhilosophical euarterly4 (L9671 , pp. 85-L00, and John Perry,,,The pi-EIem-oE the
Essential Indexical", Nous 13 1L979), pp. 3-21.

44. Cf . MSL, L42f.f., where it is suggested that the notion
of "individualr' is replaceable in certain contexts by
"counted in the same counting actr'. For the suggestion
here, see Robbins (1968:1521.

45. For a discussion of the "discreteness" of elements and
its relation to the distinction between ,,repetition" and
"imitation", see MSL, sections 2.1 and 3.1, and Harris,
Structural Linquistics, p. 7, fn. 4 and chapters 3-4.

46. As Harris notes in his review of Sapirrs Selected
Writinqs , "...the question of which intonationE-are-pErt
of language and which are gestural sounds is simply the
question of which of them can be described like the other
elements of language - as combinations and sequences of
phonemic elements...(T)his means that at Least some of the
distinction between gesture and language is a matter of the
linguistrs methods of analysis. This is not to say that
the distinction is not important. The fact that ordinary
morphemes and some intonations can be described as fixed
combinatj-ons of fixed phonemic elements, while other
intonations and all gestures cannot be so described, re-
flects a difference in the explicitness and type of use of
these two groups of comrnunicational (and expressive)
activities'r (Harris I97027281 .

47. This is essentially the approach forwarded in GEMP,
pp. 7I, 103.

48. The tacit sentences suggested here invite comparison
with what David Kaplan cal1s "demonstration descriptions"
in his article "Dthat" (1978:389). f consider the "demon-stration description" as part of what Kaplan would call
the "content of the proposition", thus eliding his distinc-
tion between "context" and "content".
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49, Of course, cross-reference does not ful.ll,address the
i.ssues raised by Donnell.an and others -- for instance, how
one may succeed in saying something of soneone though a
description does not properly appIy. However, the dis-
tinction between I'referential." and "attributive" uses of
definite descriptions and a characterization of where a
descripti.on may "misfire, does appear to be describable
in granmatical terms, see Gottfried, "Some Remarks on
the ReferentiaL/Attributive Distinction", 1981, manu-
script.

50. The reduction from speaker, etc. is proposed in GEMP,
pp. 96, 352. That there is perhaps always recourse to
tacit sentences in descriptions of texts, L.e., in order
to have a text closed under alL referentials (cf. section
L.zl has been put aphoristically by Hi2 as "there is no
first sentence". For a similar statement, see Hi2, 197I.

51. This is remarked upon in Harris, Structural Linguis-
tics, pp. 188-89. Goodman has stressed that theie is no
sense to speaking of "the world" but much to speaking of
systems of description; see t 8.9. r essay I of Wavs of
Worldmakinq. In a text in a sublanguage, certain issues
of deixis do not arise -- or are, better put -- localized.
This is because we are describing a written text in which
there is often greater explicitness than in conversations.
Problems which arise concern cross-references to pictures
and language-like tables and graphs. These are noted i.n
chapter 3 where the article analyzed here is introduced.

52. From p. 7 of
Birth of Russian

Martin Malia, Alexander Herzen and the
Socialism 18I2-1855 (Cambridge: Harvard

University Press, 1961).

53. See Hi2, 1969, 1979, L984.

54. See the references in fn. 5 above.

55. A more precise forrnulation would note restrictions on
the grammatical categories of the relevant phrases, see
Hiz, 1959a , L979.

56. Model-theoretic semantic accounts also are in their
usual formulations unable to relate occurrences of the
"same vJord" in different grammatical categories, €.9., total
in The bill totaled $5.; f have a total of $4., It $ras a
tot@v@on-5Fmeanins
pdtuiates, a solutlon -uhat may be considered less than
satisfactorv.

57. P. 12 in J. van Heijenhoort (ed.)
Godel: A Sourcebook in Mathematical Lo
bridge: Harvard University Press, L9671



58. P. 158
Studies on
the Cat'r, J

in
lts

-L07 -
Charles Craddock, et al, 'rBhe Lymphocyte:
Rel.ationship to Inmunologic Processes in

r aL of and lt€ t
vol. 34 (1. r pp. L58-L77.

59. The example is from an essay by Mary McCarthy,
"Everybodyts Childhood", p. 108 in Tbe lllrrtinq on the l{all
and olher-Litg{,grv Essa.ye (New York: Harcourt Brace

fect of multiple replacement in
the second sentence is to increase the number of readings
availabLe for that sentence.

60. Cf,. Lehrbergerfs analysis
Analvsis of Natural Lanquaqe.

of referentiaLs in Functor

61. The tense restriction may, however, not be a case of
agreement -- substitution of wil-1 for does in the example
results in a marginally accepffille texFobservations
in section ll bel-ow may also be related to agreement.

62. This usage is discussed in Arthur Ahlgren' on the
Use of the Definite Article $rith 'Nouns of Possession',

63. Other examples are provided in Jespersen, Progress in
Lanquaqe, section 24.

64. Hi2 has suggested that occurrences of both in texts
involve anaphori. rn accord with this hypoTIGis, one
would expect that in, e.9., Both cats_and doqs are con-
panionable, there is a prior occurrence of a referend.

65. Epiphoric referentials are also termed ranticipatoryr
(in Hi2, "Referentials") and rcataphoric'. The appro-
priateness of the latter term in referring to this pheno-
mena is unclear.

65. Self-reference is discussed in respect to the anti-
nomies in Hi2 , L984.

6'7. The Lerminology is most unfortunate here (as with
use of the neologism anaphor) as it mistakenly suggests
that there is some systematic reduction available of
epiphora to anaphora in all cases.

68. See, for example, Reinhart, 1983, section 2.2' and
fn. 2, p. 56.

69. Bolinger (L979:300-305) provides more examples. Sen-
tences violating this 'restriction' may also prove to have
particular tense and "causal" relations betweerr the
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component sentences apart from the guestion of the parti-
cul.ar subordinating phrase.

70. The ability to specify positions of the referends for
wh- pro-forms in relative clauses helps circumvent the
need for an extensive addressing system in the grammar,
see section 4, and GEMP, section 2.5L. Thus, vrh- pro-
forms are "bound" in the sense of Harris, 1957, section 2.5,
i.e., the antecedents occupy determinate positions in res-
pect to then.

7L. lhe distinction between the senantic notion of gues-
tion and the synt.actic one of interrogative stems from
Jespersen, Philosophv of Grarnmar; not all interrogative
forms are guestions 1 €.9.1 'rrhetorical" guestions, nor are
alI questions of interrogative form,

72. For details, see Hi2, oDifficult Questionsr', in the
volume edited by hin, Questions, pp. 2LI-26.

73. Harris, "The Interrogative in a Syntactic Framework"
in the vol-ume cited in fn. 72, especially pp. 8-9; also
GEMP 7.23.

14. The analysis of (i) given assumes a reading in which
a thinq mentioned does not cross-refer to an occurrence
of a phrase outside of the text-sentence.

75. Robbins notes the connection between the various
occurrences of the in respect to their being related to
conjunctions (f968 : 54) .

76. rn line with this analysis, those is not referential
in such occurrences to the prior occurrence of a noun as
modified.

77. Robbinsr discussion here bears comparison with later
proposals, @.g., Gareth Evans, "Pronouns", Linquistic
rnquiry, vol. 11, (1980), pp. 337-62, and Heim, L982,
section 1.4. Robbins presents a discussion of the theories
of Mill, Frege, and Russell regarding definite descriptions;
in section 1.7 of the book, these theories are contrasted
with a transformational analysi-s.

78. Jespersen, A Modern Enqlish Grammar, vo1. 3' chapter 8.

79. rOperators' in GEMP could equaLly well be calledrfunctorsr. In the operator grammar presented in GEMP,
there are notably no functor-forming functors.

80. Lehrberger (op.cit.) calls the resulting phrases,
@.g., she (Cvnthia) "referential phrases" differently
from the usaqe in this work.
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81. Kretzmann, "History of Semanticsr' , L967, p. 373.

82, As in Montague, L974.

83. See, for exanple, !{asow, L97S, tasnik, !g7G,
Higginbotham, 1980, and Reinhart, L9g3.

84. As in the Logical systems of Ledniewski, see
reference cited in fn. 41.

85. See section t.? ?t chapter 3 and section 6 of chap-ter 4 in Mi6vi11e, 1984.

85. For instancer^in The Wavs of.par?{ox.and other Essavs(rev. ed.) papers 27 and 28; seC .

87. See Curry and Feys, 1958, chapter 2D.

88. Partee, L978, Reinhart, L983, especially section 7.2.

89. Cf. Harris, "Transformational Theory", section S.23,
paper xxvrr in Harris , 1970. Hiz has noted that Montague
demonstrated for some quantifiers a semantic equivalenie
between their status as noun-phrases and sentence-opera-tors in respect to valuation; a proof of the eguivalenceof those quantifiers to thei-r particularizations is notyet available for those systems.

90. Cf. MSL, pp. 202, 204.

9I. See the paper by Richard Smaby, ',Ambiguous Co-refer-
ence with Quantifiers".

92- Discussion of operators (higher and lower) presumes
an acquaintance with operator granmar, see chapter 2,
section 2.1 below for a sketch.

93. A related discussion of "correctives" appears in Hii,
"Information Semantics and the Antinomies".


